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Abstract
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by developing a search model with entry of investors and households who decide to own or rent. The
transaction tax increases the demand for rental properties, which reduces the homeownership rate and
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Introduction

Real-estate transaction taxes are a common feature of tax systems around the world. A large and growing
literature points to the distorting effects of such taxes on owner occupiers.1 However, little is known about the
implications of transactions taxes for households’ tenure choices and purchases by landlords, which together
determine the allocation of properties between the markets for ownership and rentals. This is surprising
because rental property typically comprises at least a third of the housing stock, and the homeownership
rate has been the subject of many policy debates.2 This paper aims to gain a comprehensive understanding
of the impact of transaction taxes on housing markets along both the intensive margin, namely moving and
transaction decisions, and the extensive margin, namely the decision to own or to rent.
This paper proceeds in two steps. Using micro-level transaction data in both owner-occupied and rental
sectors, the paper first documents novel findings about the effects of transaction taxes on a rich array of housing market outcomes beyond sales price and volume. The paper then develops a housing search model that
explicitly incorporates the economic forces highlighted by these new findings. The model is calibrated to
match the pre-tax housing market and the estimated mobility change under the tax. The match between equilibrium predictions and those untargeted empirical findings suggests that the model is suitable for quantifying
the welfare consequences of the transaction tax.
The paper starts by making use of a unique dataset on housing sales and leasing transactions from Multiple
Listing Service records for the Greater Toronto Area (GTA) between 2006 and 2018. Having observations of
leases and rents in addition to sales and prices, the data make it possible to examine both owner-occupied
and rental markets and to distinguish purchases made by buy-to-rent investors and by owner-occupiers. In
2008, the City of Toronto introduces a new city-level transaction tax, known in Canada as Land Transfer Tax
(LTT), at an effective rate of 1.3% of the property price. Importantly, the new tax covers only the City of
Toronto but not other parts of the GTA, making it possible to estimate the effects of the tax by comparing
housing transactions and homeowner mobility before and after the new LTT across treated and untreated
neighbourhoods using a variant of the regression discontinuity design.
The estimation yields a set of novel facts about the effects of transaction taxes. First, while the LTT
reduces overall housing sales and transaction price, it has divergent effects across the ownership and rental
markets. The LTT causes the ratio of the number of leases to sales to rise by 23% and the ratio of prices to
rents to decline by 4%, suggesting that renting becomes more attractive relative to owning.
Second, among the sales made in the ownership market, the same LTT causes a 10% fall in purchases
made by owner-occupiers, but a 9% rise in purchases made by buy-to-rent investors. By definition, buyto-rent investors are those who acquire properties from the ownership market and make them available in
the rental market. Thus, an increase in buy-to-rent purchases due to the LTT is consistent with the rise in
the ratio of leases to sales. Both indicate a shift towards the rental market, consistent with a recent fall in
homeownership in the sample market.3
1 This includes, but is not limited to, Benjamin, Coulson and Yang (1993), Slemrod, Weber and Shan (2017), Kopczuk and Munroe
(2015) for the US, Besley, Meads and Surico (2014), Hilber and Lyytikäinen (2017), Best and Kleven (2018) for the UK, Dachis,
Duranton and Turner (2012) for Canada, Eerola, Harjunen, Lyytikäinen and Saarimaa (2021), Määttänen and Terviö (2020) for
Finland, Fritzsche and Vandrei (2019) for Germany, Davidoff and Leigh (2013) for Australia, Van Ommeren and Van Leuvensteijn
(2005) for the Netherlands, Agarwal, Chau, Hu and Wan (2022) for Hong Kong, and Huang, Li and Yang (2021) for Singapore.
2 See Gabriel and Rosenthal (2015) and Goodman and Mayer (2018).
3 The homeownership rate, defined as the fraction of properties lived in by their owners, is reported by Statistics Canada only at a
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Third, within the ownership market, the LTT reduces homeowners’ moving hazard rate by 13% and increases sellers’ time-on-the-market by 17%. Based on the pre-policy sample mean, this implies that an average
owner-occupier stays in the property for 14 months longer; and when a property is listed, it takes 5 days longer
to sell.
Together, these findings shed new light on the understanding of the transaction taxes. The heterogeneous
treatment effects of the LTT on sales versus leases and on homebuyers versus investors indicate that a careful
evaluation of transaction taxes must consider flows of property between owner-occupation and the rental
market. The estimated time-on-the-market effect suggests that the LTT does not operate independently; rather
it interacts with search frictions. In particular, a longer time it takes to sell, combined with a longer stay by
existing homeowners, reduces flows both into and out of the market. These jointly contribute to a decline in
the owner-occupied transactions under the LTT.
Armed with these insights, the paper next develops and calibrates a realistic search model suitable for
jointly analyzing the property ownership and rental markets with the goal of understanding real estate transaction taxes and explaining empirical findings. A crucial feature of the model is that households choose which
market to participate in, subject to paying a credit cost to access the market for property ownership. These
credit costs represent the costs of mortgage financing or the difficulty of obtaining credit, which are heterogeneous across households. Setting the costs of homeownership (e.g. credit costs and transaction costs) against
its benefits (e.g. better match quality owing to a ‘warm glow’ effect) gives rise to an entry decision on the
‘buy’ side of the rental market.4 On the ‘sell’ side, there is free entry of buy-to-rent investors. The equilibrium
homeownership rate is the one consistent with the behaviour of both households and investors.
Both the ownership and rental markets are subject to search frictions. Market tightness, the number of
those trying to buy relative to those trying to sell, affects the rates at which properties are viewed. Viewings
are required to reveal the idiosyncratic match quality between a property and a household, and home-buyers
and renters search until they find a property with match quality above a threshold. Once they have moved into
a property, match quality is a persistent variable subject to occasional idiosyncratic shocks representing life
events that make a particular property less well suited to a particular household. After a shock, a household
makes a decision to move, doing so if match quality is below a threshold.
Owing to the idiosyncratic shocks and the indivisible nature of property, households will desire to move
between different properties on a number of occasions throughout their lives. Hence, choosing to be an owneroccupier rather than a renter means expecting to pay the new LTT every time a new property is purchased. This
dissuades some home-buyers from paying a credit cost to enter the ownership market. Since these households
must still live somewhere, there is an increase in demand for properties in the rental market.
Investors also face paying the new LTT, which reduces the return from purchasing a property. However,
a landlord does not need to transact again in the ownership market just because a tenant no longer finds the
property suitable and moves out. This implies that investors has less need to transact compared to owneroccupiers who face match-quality shocks. So while the LTT also has a direct negative effect on supply in the
rental market, this effect is relatively smaller than the increase in demand for rental properties.
five-year frequency. In Toronto, it steadily increased from 51% to 54.5% between 1996 and 2006, followed by a gradual decline to
52.3% in 2016.
4 It is not necessary to assume a ‘warm glow’ effect of any particular size — the calibration pins down the ‘warm glow’ using the
equilibrium condition that a marginal homeowner is indifferent between paying the credit cost to enter the owner-occupied market
and renting. Empirically, the heterogeneity in credit costs comes from the dispersion in mortgage rates from the data.
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In equilibrium, the new LTT causes the price-to-rent ratio to fall by enough to attract more buy-to-rent
investors in spite of the higher tax. Investor purchases of properties from owner-occupiers cause the homeownership rate to decline. Buy-to-rent purchases and leases increase while purchases by owner-occupiers
decline, consistent with the empirical evidence.
Within the ownership market, the new LTT makes existing owner-occupiers more tolerant of poor match
quality, so moving rates decline as households remain in properties for longer on average. The indivisibility
of housing in the search model implies the moving rate is a proxy for households’ renewals of match quality,
and the empirical evidence supports the model’s prediction. Since match quality with a property has some
persistence, households can mitigate the increased tax costs of moving by requiring higher match quality
when making a property purchase, thus reducing the need to move in the future. This greater pickiness of
buyers leads to longer average time-on-the-market for sellers of property — a distinctive feature of a searchbased model — and this prediction is also borne out empirically.
The model spells out two facets of the welfare implications of transaction taxes closely related to its
positive predictions. First, the novel effect of misallocation of properties across the rental and ownership
markets. As a consequence of the LTT, fewer households pay a credit cost to access better match quality in
the ownership market. Intuitively, the LTT falls more heavily on owner-occupiers than buy-to-rent investors,
even though it is levied at the same rate on both, because owner-occupiers expect to transact more frequently.
Hence, transaction taxes distort housing tenure choices. Second, there is a ‘lock-in’ effect of reduced moving
within the ownership market. This gives rise to misallocation of properties among owner-occupiers, with
match quality falling on average as households move less frequently to renew it.5
The model’s parameters are calibrated to the City of Toronto housing market for the years 2006–2008.
Toronto has an active rental market, and the homeownership rate in the city was then about 54%.6 The model
is used to simulate the effects of a 1.3 percentage point effective increase in the LTT rate, calibrating it so
that the model matches quantitatively the estimated change in homeowners’ moving rate. The model predicts
a 14.6% decrease in buy-to-own transactions and a 2% increase in buy-to-rent transactions, resulting in a
0.9 percentage points decline in the homeownership rate. The ratio of leases to sales is predicted to rise by
15.4% and the price-to-rent ratio to decline by 1.8%. Time on the market for sellers goes up by 8.6%. These
predictions go in the same direction as the empirical findings and are broadly consistent quantitatively.
The implied welfare costs of the LTT are substantial. The tax generates a welfare loss equivalent to 79%
of the revenue it raises. The welfare loss is due to distortions across and within the rental and ownership
markets, and both are significant. Across the markets, the distortions imply a loss of 25% of revenue raised.
Distortions within the rental and ownership market lead to losses of 5% and 49% of tax revenue respectively.
Overall, the presence of the rental market is associated with a loss equivalent to 30% of tax revenue, which is
around 40% of the total loss. The across-market losses could be reduced by having an alternative transactions
tax levied at a higher rate on buy-to-rent investors to offset the implicit advantage that owner-occupiers derive
from a tax system with equal rates.
The plan of the paper is as follows. Related literature is discussed below. Section 2 presents the data and
5 In evaluating the welfare costs of the LTT, the search model allows home-buyers to adjust the time spent searching so as to obtain

better-quality matches initially. This means that longer time-on-the-market does not necessarily imply a larger welfare cost per se.
6 Some have argued using U.S. national data that the rental and ownership markets are largely independent segments of the housing
market (Glaeser and Gyourko, 2007, Bachmann and Cooper, 2014), but this is less plausible when focusing on a market like the City
of Toronto.
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the estimation of the effects of the LTT in Toronto. Section 3 develops a dual ownership and rental markets
model of housing. Section 4 calibrates the model and derives the quantitative effects of the transaction tax and
the associated welfare losses due to distortions within each market and misallocation across the two markets.
Related literature

In the last two decades, concerns about the costs of real-estate transaction taxes have

grown among policymakers and in academic research. Two prominent examples are the ‘Henry Review’
established by the Australian government and the ‘Mirrlees Review’ by the UK government. Both reviews
found significant costs of stamp duty (a transaction tax) owing to reduced mobility and distortions associated
with ad valorem taxes. The reviews proposed reforms to replace stamp duty with a land value tax or a tax on
housing consumption (Henry, Harmer, Piggott, Ridout and Smith, 2009, Mirrlees, Adam, Besley, Blundell,
Bond et al., 2010).
These findings are confirmed by economists studying housing markets using data from Australia, Canada,
Finland, Germany, the UK, and the US. The majority of the literature has focused on the effects of transaction taxes on mobility, transaction volumes, or house prices. Among these papers, a few have also computed
the welfare costs of transaction taxes per unit of tax revenue raised, such as Dachis, Duranton and Turner
(2012) for Canada, Hilber and Lyytikäinen (2017) and Best and Kleven (2018) for the UK, Eerola, Harjunen,
Lyytikäinen and Saarimaa (2021) and Määttänen and Terviö (2020) for Finland, Fritzsche and Vandrei (2019)
for Germany, and Schmidt (2022) for Netherlands. These losses are solely due to effects on the intensive margin of fewer transactions and reduced mobility of homeowners. However, as Poterba (1992) noted, “finding
the ultimate behavioral effects requires careful study of how tax parameters affect each household’s decision
of whether to rent or own as well as the decision of how much housing to consume conditional on tenure.”
This paper makes two contributions to the literature. First, it documents empirically the different way
buy-to-rent investors respond to a transaction tax compared to owner-occupiers, and the relative effects of the
tax on markets for property ownership and rentals as measured by the leases-to-sales and price-to-rent ratios.
These facts demonstrate the importance of considering the extensive margin. Second, the paper develops and
quantifies a housing search model with both an ownership and a rental market, which features an endogenous
moving decision across and within the two markets.
The use of search-and-matching models to study frictions in the housing market is long established, going
back to Wheaton (1990). The papers in the voluminous literature that followed are surveyed by Han and
Strange (2015).7 Among those papers, Lundborg and Skedinger (1999) explicitly study the effects of transaction taxes on search effort in a version of the Wheaton (1990) model. Since they abstract from the rental
market and the decision to move, their model cannot be used to analyse the impact on homeownership and
mobility.
While the majority of housing search models have abstracted from search in the rental market, recent
papers by Halket, Pignatti and di Custoza (2015), Ioannides and Zabel (2019), and Bø (2021) explicitly
consider search in both ownership and rental markets.8 Their objectives are different from this paper, focusing
7 For

recent examples, see Anenberg and Bayer (2020), Dı́az and Jerez (2013), Gabrovski and Ortego-Marti (2019), Guren (2018),
Head, Lloyd-Ellis and Sun (2014), Moen, Nenov and Sniekers (2021), Ngai and Tenreyro (2014), Ngai and Sheedy (2020), Piazzesi,
Schneider and Stroebel (2020), and Genesove and Han (2012).
8 There is also a literature on understanding changes in homeownership rates that uses models without search frictions, for example,
Chambers, Garriga and Schlagenhauf (2009), Fisher and Gervais (2011), Sommer and Sullivan (2018), and Floetotto, Kirker and
Stroebel (2016). See Goodman and Mayer (2018) for a survey of the determinants of homeownership rates.
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instead on issues such as the Beveridge curve in the housing market, and the relationship between price-torent ratios and homeownership rates across sub-markets. More importantly, they abstract from the moving
decision that is crucial here for both the extensive and intensive margins of adjustment to transaction taxes.
The empirical strategy of this paper is closest to Dachis, Duranton and Turner (2012) in studying the
effects of the 2008 LTT in Toronto. This paper differs in that it examines an array of housing-market outcomes
beyond sales prices and volumes, which yields a comprehensive understanding of how housing markets react
to transactions taxes, including the market for rental property. By considering a general-equilibrium search
model with endogenous moving across and within the ownership and rental markets, this paper finds a much
larger welfare loss of of tax revenue.
Recent works with a related objective to this paper are Kaas, Kocharkov, Preugschat and Siassi (2021),
Cho, Li and Uren (2021) and Schmidt (2022). They analyse the effects of stamp duty on the homeownership
rate and its implications for welfare in models without search frictions. This paper’s key advantage is in
identifying the differential effects of transaction taxes on buy-to-rent investors and owner-occupiers using
micro data on leasing and transaction records and a regression discontinuity design. On the theory side, this
paper allows for free-entry of buy-to-rent investors in a search model that highlights the indivisible nature of
housing. The model rationalizes the empirical finding of opposite effects of the transaction tax on buy-to-rent
investors and owner-occupiers.

2

Empirical analysis

2.1

Data

The data on residential real-estate sales and leasing transactions come from Multiple Listing Service (MLS)
transaction records for the period 2006–2018 in the Greater Toronto Area (GTA), the fourth largest metropolitan area in North America. Each sale has observations of the property price, the time on the market, the
transaction date, and the exact address and neighbourhood. For each lease, the listing date, the lease start
date, the monthly rent, the lease term, and the exact address and neighbourhood are observed.9 For transactions that occur after 2006, the data report detailed property characteristics such as the numbers of bedrooms,
washrooms, and kitchens, the lot size (except for condominiums/apartments), the styles of the house and the
family room, the basement structure/style, and the heating types/sources.
Properties that appear in both sales and lease datasets within a 18-month window are identified by their
detailed addresses and transaction dates. This generates a novel measure that links the markets for property
ownership and rentals. If the sale of a property is followed by it being listed on the rental market between 0
and 18 months after the sale, the purchase is identified as a buy-to-rent transaction. Alternatively, if the sale
is followed by being listed again for sale between 0 and 18 months after the original sale, it is identified as a
buy-to-sell transaction.10 The remaining sales transactions are considered to be purchased by those who will
be owner-occupiers, and are designated as buy-to-own transactions.
Between 2006 and 2017, the fraction of buy-to-own transactions declines from 89% to 84%, while the
9 Urbanation, a third-party service which independently collects data on rentals in the Greater Toronto Area, estimates that approx-

imately 75-80% of condominium lease activity is captured by MLS. The coverage for single-family-houses sales and lease activities
captured by the MLS is even larger.
10 As a robustness check, changing the 18-month threshold to 6, 12, or 24 months does not significantly affect the estimation results.
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fraction of buy-to-rent transactions triples from 4% to 12%.11 In contrast, the fraction of buy-to-sell transactions remains stable at around 4% throughout most of the period. Given the small and stable fraction of
buy-to-sell transactions, these are excluded from the estimation sample.
Housing-market outcomes are measured at both the market-segment and individual transaction levels. A
market segment is defined by property type × community × year × month. Property types comprise singlefamily houses, townhouses, condominiums, and apartments. Communities refer to neighbourhoods.12 For
each market segment, housing-market outcome variables are the number of sales, which is broken down into
buy-to-own (BTO) and buy-to-rent (BTR) sales, the number of leases, the ratio of the numbers of leases to
sales, and the price-to-rent ratio. At the transaction level, outcomes include sales prices and sellers’ timeon-the-market. In addition, the number of months since a homeowner purchased the property is precisely
observed, regardless whether the homeowner moves.
Real-estate transaction taxes are common across Canada, where they are paid by buyers and are known as
Land Transfer Tax (LTT). In spite of the name, LTT is applied to the whole property price. Before 2008, residential transactions in the province of Ontario, including the whole of the GTA, were subject to the provinciallevel land transfer tax, but there was no additional city-level LTT. The City of Toronto experienced a housing
boom from 2000 and usually maintained a budget close to balance. Following an unexpected budget shortfall
in late 2007, the city council approved a land transfer tax on property transactions within the city that close after 1st February 2008. The tax revenues were collected to meet the demand for higher wage from city workers.
The institutional background of the LTT is discussed in details in Dachis, Duranton and Turner (2012).
In the appendix, Table A.1 gives descriptive statistics for the City of Toronto before and after the introduction of the city-level LTT. The rest of the Greater Toronto Area remained with the same provincial-level LTT
after February 2008. Table A.2 summarizes the city- and provincial-level LTT schedules. The effective LTT
rate is the mean transfer tax, combining provincial- and city-level taxes, as a percentage of the sales price,
averaged over pre-February-2008 transactions. Using this same set of transactions to control for composition
effects, the effective LTT rate is 1.5% before the February-2008 policy change and 2.8% afterwards. This
implies a 1.3 percentage points increase in the effective LTT rate.

2.2

Estimating the effects of transaction taxes

The main empirical strategy resembles the regression discontinuity design in Dachis, Duranton and Turner
(2012). While they estimate the six-month effects of the LTT on sales transaction volumes and sales prices
in the market for single-family houses, this paper extends the sample to cover not only a longer time period
but also a wider range of residential property types. Most importantly, benefiting from a unique combination
of the rental data with the sales data, this paper examines an array of market outcomes above and beyond
sales price and volume, which reveals a rich picture about the flows of properties between and within owneroccupied and rental sectors. Between two sectors, the paper makes a unique contribution by estimating the
effects of the LTT on rental market relative to the ownership market. Within the owner market, the paper
enriches the previous work by estimating how the LTT affects individual homeowners’ moving hazard and the
11 The rise of buy-to-rent transactions in recent years has been seen in other countries, including the US and Norway (Mills, Molloy

and Zarutskie, 2019, Bø, 2021).
12 There are 296 communities in the GTA, including 140 in the City of Toronto. See www.toronto.ca/city-govern
ment/data-research-maps/neighbourhoods-communities/neighbourhood-profiles/.
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time it takes to sell a property.
Dachis, Duranton and Turner (2012) provide detailed statistics that illustrate the trends in the housing
market before and after the LTT. For example, Figure A.1 shows the relationship between the LTT and the
change in sales transactions between the two 6-month periods beginning February of 2007 and February 2008
for neighborhoods within a five kilometre on either side of the border. There is a spike in transaction volume
before the LTT and sharp decrease afterwards. Moreover, Toronto residents have fewer transactions relative
to their nearby suburban neighbors after the LTT than before. These trends suggest that the February-2008
introduction of a city-level LTT created two discrete changes in Toronto’s housing market: one at the city
border, and the other on the date the city LTT was imposed.
Motivated by these discontinuities, this paper estimates the causal effects of the transaction tax by comparing changes in housing-market outcomes before and after the introduction of the tax in ‘treated’ city neighbourhoods to changes over the same period in ‘untreated’ suburban neighbourhoods. For each market outcome, regressions include an indicator for the post-LTT period, an indicator for being in the City of Toronto,
a rich set of time-varying housing characteristics (when applicable), along with a rich set of fixed effects:
community fixed effects, year fixed effects, month fixed effects, property type fixed effects (when applicable),
and their interactions. These fixed effects flexibly control for housing composition, seasonality, and differential housing market evolution across segments. The key variable of interest is an interaction term between
the indicator for the post-policy period and the indicator for the city, named LTT. Given that the LTT was
implemented for the city of Toronto from February 2008 on, the coefficient on LTT picks up the impact of the
new transaction tax.
In the baseline estimation, the pre-policy period is January 2006–January 2008 and the post-policy period
is February 2008–February 2012. To ensure the housing stock and neighbourhoods are relatively homogeneous, the baseline sample is restricted to properties in close proximity to each other but on the opposite sides
of the city border — the geographic line determining whether the new LTT is applicable. The geography of
the sample used for the baseline estimation is depicted in Figure A.2. Importantly, the possibility that housingmarket outcome variables make a discrete jump at the border while neighbourhoods continue to change in a
smooth manner allows the relationship between the LTT and housing-market outcomes to be isolated.
One legitimate concern is that households may have anticipated the introduction of the new LTT and
rushed to make transactions before the cost of buying a property increased. As discussed extensively in
Dachis, Duranton and Turner (2012), such anticipation of the 2008 LTT in the Toronto market was quite
limited, and would have occurred within three months before the policy change. In light of this, for all
specifications, indicators for transactions in the six-month period from November 2007 to April 2008 are
included to condition out any run-up in transactions right before the policy change and possible continuation
right after it.13
13 This strategy for addressing possible anticipation effects is also consistent with Bérard and Trannoy (2018) and Benjamin, Coulson and Yang (1993), both of whom explicitly estimate anticipation effects associated with a real-estate transactions tax. Using French
data, the former find that the anticipation effect is limited to one month immediately before the implementation of the tax reform,
while post-policy effects last for up to three months. Using data for Philadelphia, the latter find that anticipation effects are very small
and limited to two months before the tax change. In Toronto, Dachis, Duranton and Turner (2012) show that the anticipation effect of
the 2008 LTT is limited to three months before the tax change.
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2.2.1

Effects across ownership and rental markets

Consider first the estimation of the LTT effects across the ownership and rental markets. The outcomes here
are the number of leases relative to sales and the price-to-rent ratio, and sales separated into buy-to-own (BTO)
and buy-to-rent (BTR) transactions. For these market segment level regressions, the sample is restricted to
single-family houses, for which the MLS covers almost the universe of transactions in the Greater Toronto
Area.
Table 1: Effects of the transaction tax across ownership and rental markets
Dependent variable
log (#Leases/#Sales)
Observations
log (Price/Rent)
Observations
log (#BTO sales)
Observations
log (#BTR sales)
Observations
Distance threshold
City indicators ±3 m.
City time trends
Distance LTT trends
Donut hole

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

0.234**
(0.117)
1355

0.242***
(0.082)
2660

0.236**
(0.100)
1782

0.264***
(0.063)
7730

-0.039**
(0.019)
1355

-0.026*
(0.015)
2660

-0.031*
(0.017)
1782

-0.037**
(0.013)
7730

-0.101**
(0.047)
3736

-0.097**
(0.044)
6363

-0.087*
(0.049)
3811

-0.122***
(0.033)
17190

0.089*
(0.047)
531

0.099**
(0.045)
1031

0.117**
(0.053)
670

0.110*
(0.058)
2857

3km
Yes
Yes

5km
Yes
Yes
Yes

5km
Yes
Yes
Yes
2km

All
Yes
Yes
Yes

Notes: Data comprise single-family-house transactions from January 2006 to February 2012. A unit of observation is a market
segment defined by community × year × month. Repeat sales transactions taking place within 18 months of one another are
discarded. Each cell of the table represents a separate regression of an outcome (specified in the left column) on the LTT interaction
dummy. All regressions include a dummy for the post-LTT period, City of Toronto fixed effects, year fixed effects, calendar-month
fixed effects, community fixed effects, and their interactions. In the specifications above, the distance threshold is the maximum
distance to the Toronto city border for a transaction to be included in the sample. City indicators ±3 m. are six dummy variables
for transactions inside the City of Toronto during the last three months of 2007 and the first three of 2008. City time trends
indicates the presence of separate time trends for transactions inside and outside the City of Toronto. Distance LTT trend denotes
the inclusion of an interaction term between the LTT and a dummy variable for properties between 2.5km and 5km away from the
city border in columns (1)-(3); and the interaction between the LTT and the distance from the city border in column (4). Robust
standard errors are in parentheses, and *, **, and *** denote statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels.

Sales-to-Lease Ratio and Price-to-Rent Ratio
For each market segment, the lease-to-sales ratio is a measure of relative activity in the rental and ownership markets, and the price-rent ratio is a measure of relative cost. The top panel of Table 1 reports the
estimated effects of the LTT on these measures. Column (1), the baseline specification, restricts the sample to
3km on each side of the border. It allows for anticipation effects by including indicators for transactions three
months before and after the introduction of the LTT. It further allows for the presence of spatially differenti8

ated time trends on either side of the city border. The 1.3 percentage-point increase in the effective LTT rate
causes a 23% increase in the number of leases relative to sales and a 3.9% drop in the price-to-rent ratio. Thus
the LTT boosts activity in the rental market compared to the ownership market, and raises the rental yield (the
inverse of the price-rent ratio). Column (2) replicates the baseline regression of column (1) but extends the
sample to include all properties sold within 5km of the city border instead of 3km. The main coefficients on
the lease-to-sales ratio and the price-to-rent ratio remain close to those in column (1).
While the discontinuity design is a standard approach to estimate the tax effects, it requires two strong
assumptions that are worth discussing. The first assumption is that the sales-to-lease ratio and the price-torent ratio outside the city border are unaffected by the tax change. However, a potential sorting bias is that
some buyers may switch from purchases inside to outside the border in response to the LTT, boosting property
sales outside the border and hence violating the assumption that the comparison group is unaffected by the
tax change. To mitigate this concern, column (3) applies a ‘donut approach,’ repeating the estimation in
column (2) with a distance threshold of 5km, but excluding properties within 2km of each side of the border.
The underlying rationale is that sorting across the border, if it occurs, would most likely happen immediately
adjacent to the border. The coefficients in column (3) are very close to those in column (2).14
Second, for the regression discontinuity to be an appropriate measure of the LTT effect, we need this
differential to apply to all houses inside the boundary and outside. This will not work if people who live further
away from boundary is more willing to pay the tax due to possibly less elastic demand in location. To address
this concern, we start with extending the sample to 5km on each side of the city border in columns (2) and (3).
We then include an interaction term between exposure to the new LTT and a dummy variable for properties
between 2.5km and 5km away from the city border. This allows homeowners to react to the LTT differently
depending on their distance from downtown. The coefficient on the interaction term is small and statistically
insignificant in all specifications.15 More importantly, the coefficients on LTT in both the sales-to-list and
price-to-rent regressions remain consistent across specifications. Column (4) takes an extreme approach by
extending the estimation sample to cover the entire city of Toronto and the adjacent suburban municipalities,
allowing one to examine the LTT effects on all house transactions within the city. The estimated LTT effects
remain close to the main estimates in magnitude and significance. Moreover, increasing distance from the
border does not impact the main LTT effects in any noticeable way.16
Given the consistency of the estimates across specifications, we retain column (1) as the main specification
from now on. Expanding the geographic coverage allows for more extensive controls and specification checks,
but at the cost of adding unobserved heterogeneity and hence complicating the interpretation of the estimates.
This is especially the case for column (4).
As an additional check for the identification assumptions discussed above, the paper adopts a modelbased approach as in Eerola, Harjunen, Lyytikäinen and Saarimaa (2021). Taking advantage of a general
14 We also repeat the estimation in column (1) with a distance threshold of 3km, but excluding properties within 1km of each side
of the border. The estimates are again robust.
15 In column (2), the coefficient on the interaction term is 1.6e-05 with a s.e. of 2.7e-05 in the sales-to-list regression, and 8.0e-06
with a s.e. of 7.0e-06 in the price-to-rent regression.
16 In column (4), the coefficient on the LTT × distance term in the sales-to-lease regression is -1.18e-04 with a s.e. of 5.24e-05.
The city of Toronto covers 630.2 km2 with a radius of 14.16 km. Within the city, the community with the maximum distance to the
border is the Waterfront neighborhood, which is about 18 km from the border. This means that the LTT effect on the sales-to-list ratio
is pretty much the same throughout the city. The corresponding coefficient in the price-to-rent regression is statistically insignificant
and quantitatively irrelevant.
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equilibrium housing model developed later in Section 3, the paper calibrates the model to match the pre-LTT
housing market in our micro data and the estimated moving hazard elasticity with respect to the tax. This
allows one to impute the housing market outcomes under the tax change in the absence of any sort of bias. As
shown in Section 4.2, the model predicts that the LTT increases the lease-to-sales ratio by 15% and reduces the
price-to-rent ratio by 1.8%. Quantitatively, these predicted elasticities fit well with the range of the untargeted
reduced-form estimates of the LTT effects, providing reassuring evidence for the empirical setting here.
Buy-to-Own and Buy-to-Sale Transactions
Given the relative increase in leasing activity, it is natural to explore the breakdown of sales into buyto-own and buy-to-rent transactions. Interestingly, the second panel of Table 1 shows that the new LTT has
opposite effects on BTO and BTR transactions, in spite of the tax rate being common to both. Column
(1) shows that BTO transactions fall by 10.1%, while BTR transactions rise by 8.9%. The estimates are
consistent across specifications. Given the dominance of BTO transactions overall in the housing market, it is
not surprising that total sales volume drops in response to the LTT, consistent with the literature.17 But this
aggregate effect masks important differences in how homeowners and investors respond to transaction taxes.
There are three potential concerns with finding the opposite LTT effects on BTO and BTR transactions.
First, investors and home-buyers may be treated differently in the mortgage market, or with respect to capitalgains taxation. However, these factors have been conditioned out by the differences-in-differences approach
because there is no evidence these treatments differ either across Toronto and suburban real-estate markets,
or before and after the LTT was introduced. A second concern is the partial exemptions from LTT given to
first-time buyers. Compared to buy-to-rent investors, home-buyers are more likely to be first-time buyers,
and hence would benefit more from these partial exemptions. However, this argument points towards the
LTT having a more negative effect on BTR transactions than BTO transactions. As this is the opposite of
the empirical finding, the direction of the estimated differential LTT effects is robust. Finally, there may be a
concern that the results are sensitive to the number of months between purchasing and leasing a property used
to distinguish between BTO and BTR transactions. Table A.3 shows that the results are robust to changing
the 18-months threshold to 6, 12, or 24 months.
2.2.2

Effects on mobility, time-on-the-market and sales price

Moving Hazard
Now restrict the estimation to flows within the ownership market and start with examining the effect of
transaction taxes on individual homeowners’ mobility. Unlike many previous studies that use transactions
volume to measure mobility, here it is observed precisely when an individual homeowner puts a property up
for sale and when a transaction occurs.
The dynamic pattern of mobility is represented by the moving hazard function – the relationship between
the rate at which moving occurs and the number of months since a homeowner purchased a property. The haz17 Using UK property transaction data, Best and Kleven (2018) find that a temporary 1 percentage-point cut in the transaction tax
rate — the 2008–9 stamp-duty holiday on properties worth between £125,001 and £175,000 — led to a 20% increase in transactions.
Using German single-family-house sales, Fritzsche and Vandrei (2019) find that a one-percentage-point increase in tax leads to about
7% fewer transactions. Moreover, Dachis, Duranton and Turner (2012) show that the LTT caused a 15% decline in the sales volume
during the 6-month window using postal-code level data.
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ard function is estimated using the Kaplan-Meier (KM) method. The KM estimator computes the conditional
probability of putting a property up for sale given the time since the homeowner moved in. Specifically, a unit
of observation is each month since a homeowner has bought a property and the event is putting the property
up for sale given that this has not occurred so far.18 The estimated hazard function is shown in Figure A.3.
The mean length of time between purchasing a property and listing it for sale is 113 months.
Since the hypothesis of homogeneity of hazard rates over time is not rejected at the 1% level and the
estimated hazard function shape is monotonic, the hazard function can be analysed using a Weibull model.
The hazard function for homeowner j in a given year-month t is parameterized as:

ℏ (t | x jt , LTT jt ) = ϕt ϕ−1 exp β0 + x′jt βx + LTT jt β ,
where t is time since the homeowner purchased the property, ϕ is a parameter linked to the gradient of the
hazard function, LTT jt is an indicator for the exposure to the LTT. x jt is a rich set of controls, including (1) an
indicator for the post-LTT period and an indicator for being in the City of Toronto; (2) time-varying house attributes, all interacted with property-type fixed effects; (3) a broad range of fixed effects which flexibly control
for the differential evolution of housing-market outcomes across property types and across communities, and
(4) the property price originally paid by the owner. The original home price proxies non-tax-related moving
costs that can be positively related to a property’s value in both monetary and psychological terms (Hardman
and Ioannides, 1995, Han, 2008). Households who occupy a property of higher value face a higher moving
cost, even in the absence of transaction taxes. Controlling for the original purchase price thus allows one to
separate the LTT effect on residential mobility from other transaction costs.
The estimation results are presented in the top panel of Table 2. Column (1) shows that, else equal, the
LTT reduces an individual homeowner’s moving hazard by 13%. Given that the mean length of stay before
the policy is 113 months, this implies that on average homeowners stay in their current home for 14 month
longer after the LTT. This substantial lock-in effect is consistent with the evidence found in other countries.19
The remaining columns allow for spatially differentiated time trends, substitution across borders, and changes
to the city border distance thresholds, respectively. The resulting estimates are not statistically different from
the estimated moving hazard elasticity in column (1). The moving hazard estimation is further repeated for
alternative sample periods 2006-2010 and 2006-2018. As shown in Table A.4, the estimated LTT effect
remains robust to shorter and longer post-policy periods. This implies that the lock-in effect on residential
mobility of transaction taxes is not only substantial but also long-lasting.
Across all specification, the estimated value of log ϕ is greater than zero, indicating a moving hazard that
increases with time spent living in a property. Further, the effect of the original purchase price is substantial
and significant, suggesting that it is important to separate the LTT effect from other transaction costs.
Time-on-the-Market
The substantial lock-in effect estimated above could affect a homebuyer’s search process. In particular,
knowing that the LTT increases the length of the stay once a transaction is made, buyers would become picker
18 The

estimation sample is extended to cover all property types from this point on, given the flexibility of controlling for timevarying house characteristics and homeowner history.
19 For example, using data from the Netherlands, Van Ommeren and Van Leuvensteijn (2005) find that a 1 percentage-point increase
in transaction costs as a percentage of property price decreases residential mobility rates by 8.1–12.7%. Using UK data, Hilber and
Lyytikäinen (2017) find that a 2 percentage-point increase in stamp duty reduces the annual rate of mobility by 2.6 percentage points.
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Table 2: Effects of the transaction tax on mobility, time-on-the-market and sales price
(1)
LTT
log(Original purchase price)
log ϕ
Observations
LTT
Observations
LTT
Observations
Distance threshold
House characteristics
City indicators ±3 m.
City time trends
Distance LTT trends
Donut hole

-0.130**
(0.064)
-0.095**
(0.046)
0.513***
(0.010)
1,691,369
0.165***
(0.028)
20,937
-0.156***
(0.017)
20,937

(2)

(3)

Dependent variable: The event of moving
-0.194***
-0.232***
(0.053)
(0.088)
-0.076*
-0.103**
(0.043)
(0.048)
0.523***
0.519***
(0.007)
(0.010)
2,831,897
1,651,935

(4)
-0.228***
(0.042)
-0.079***
(0.023)
0.526***
(0.005)
5,719,326

Dependent variable: log (Time-on-the-market)
0.163***
0.162***
0.131***
(0.028)
(0.051)
(0.019)
37,397
24,569
185,080
Dependent variable: log (Sales price)
-0.149***
-0.154***
(0.016)
(0.023)
37,397
24,569

3km
Yes
Yes
Yes

5km
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

5km
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
2km

-0.141***
(0.016)
185,080
All
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Notes: Data comprise all residential property transactions from January 2006 to February 2012. Repeat sales transactions taking
place within 18 months of one another are discarded. For the moving hazard estimation, a unit of observation is a household whose
property is listed on MLS between January 2006 to February 2012. Households’ times between moves are assumed to follow a
Weibull distribution. For time-on-the-market and sales price, a unit of observation is a transaction recorded on MLS during the
same period. All regressions include an indicator for the post-LTT period, an indicator for the city of Toronto, property-type
fixed effects interacted with a set of time-varying house characteristics, and year × property type, month × community, month
× property type, and community × property type fixed effects. Distance threshold is the maximum distance to the Toronto city
border for a transaction to be included. City indicators ±3 m. are six dummy variables for transactions inside the City of Toronto
during the last three months of 2007 and the first three of 2008. City time trends indicates the presence of separate time trends
for transactions inside and outside the City of Toronto. Distance LTT trend denotes the inclusion of an interaction term between
the LTT and a dummy variable for properties between 2.5km and 5km away from the city border in columns (1)-(3); and the
interaction between the LTT and the distance from the city border in column (4). Standard errors clustered by community are in
parentheses, and *, **, and *** denote statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels.

ex ante in home search. This would in turn reduce the speed at which properties can be sold. Interestingly, the
effects of transaction taxes on the search aspect of the housing market has not been examined in the literature.
To shed light on this, this paper uses the transaction-level sales data to estimate the causal effect of the LTT
on time-on-the-market.
For a given transaction, time-on-the-market is measured as the number of days between the time when a
property was initially listed and the time when a sale was agreed between a buyer and a seller. Using the same
regression discontinuity design laid out earlier, the estimation results for time-on-the-market are reported in
the middle panel of Table 2. Column (1) indicates that the implementation of the LTT is associated with a
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16.5% increase in time-on-the-market, which is equivalent to five days longer based on the pre-policy sample
mean. The estimate is robust to a rich set of controls and alternative specifications as shown in the remain
columns. These findings provide the first evidence on how transaction taxes affect time-on-the-market.
Sales Price
Using the same transaction-level sales data, the bottom panel of Table 2 reports the estimates of the LTT
effect on the sales price. Controlling for housing characteristics and market conditions, the LTT causes a
1.56% decline in a property’s sales price. This effect is slightly above the average LTT rate increase but not
statistically different from it, consistent with the findings in Dachis, Duranton and Turner (2012) based on a
much smaller sample.
Turning to the market-segment level, Table A.5 reports the estimated effect of the LTT on the average
sales prices. For the baseline period 2006-2012, the LTT causes a 2% decline in the average sales price,
which is broadly consistent with the estimated individual sales price effect reported above. The estimate is
robust to the 2006-2010 and 2006-2018 estimation sample, suggesting that the housing market is efficient in
capitalizing the taxes into the price.
Relation to the Model

The findings in Table 1 and 2 show that transaction taxes affect not only transactions

and moving decisions within the ownership market but also the flow of households and properties between
the rental and ownership markets. Across the rental and ownership markets, some households who would
have owned a home now remain in the rental market; some properties that would have been purchased by
homebuyers are now purchased by investors. Within the ownership market, some transactions that would
have occurred are now postponed or never happen; some households who would have been better matched
with a different property now remain in a less suitable one. Finally, those transactions that do occur take
longer to complete.
Together, these empirical findings provide useful guidance for the modelling approach. First, the novel
heterogenous treatment effects of the LTT on the owner-occupied market versus the rental market make it
necessary to consider both rental and owner-occupied sectors in the model. Second, the newly gained evidence
on time-on-the-market highlights the non-negligible role of search frictions. The moving hazard estimate
further points to the importance of understanding homeowners’ moving decisions. In light of all these, the
next section develops a housing model that features owner-occupied and rental markets, search frictions and
endogenous moving. To make the quantitative statements, the model is calibrated to match the pre-LTT
Toronto market. When implementing the LTT in the model, the estimated effect of the LTT on the monthly
moving hazard is chosen as a targeted moment. Whether the model’s equilibrium predictions match those
untargeted estimated LTT effects reported above thus serves as a basis to assess the external validation of the
model.

3

A dual rental and ownership markets model of housing

This paper presents a model to explain the empirical findings of section 2 and quantify the welfare costs of
transaction taxes. The model includes both a rental market and an ownership market to capture the crossmarket effects of the LTT, idiosyncratic household-property match quality to understand the effect of the LTT
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on mobility, and search frictions to capture the effect of the LTT on time-on-the-market.
There is a city with two housing markets: an ownership market and a rental market. There is a unit
measure of ex-ante identical properties and a constant measure ψ of households. Time is continuous, and
everyone discounts future payoffs at rate r. Households exit the city exogenously at rate ρ, who are replaced
by an equal inflow of new households. There is free entry of investors, who become landlords and rent out
properties. Investors simply represent funds invested in housing and could be living within the city or from
elsewhere.
Properties are either up for sale, offered for rent, or not available in either market. They are owned either
by those who live in them or by landlords. When not for sale or rent, properties are occupied by a renter
or an owner-occupier. Some owners or renters are looking to move, and they choose whether to search in
the ownership or rental market. Owner-occupiers looking to move put their property up for sale. Landlords
choose whether to let or to sell the properties they own. At rate ρl , landlords receive a shock forcing them to
sell their property, for example, for liquidity reasons.
The measure of buyers in the ownership market is bo , comprising home-buyers bh who will live in the
property they buy, and investors bk . The fraction of investors among buyers is denoted by ξ . Those looking to
rent are bl . On the other side of the two markets, properties available for sale are uo and properties available
for rent are ul . The tightness of market i — the ratio of ‘buyers’ to ‘sellers’ — is denoted by θi , where i ∈ {o, l}
indexes the ownership (o) or rental (l) market:
ξ=

bk
bo

and

θi =

bi
,
ui

where bo = bh + bk .

(1)

Search frictions place limits on meetings between participants in both markets. Meetings are viewings of
properties that allow for offers to buy or to rent. Meeting rates are determined by constant-returns-to-scale
meeting functions ϒ i (bi , ui ). The rate ϒ i (bi , ui )/bi at which buyers/renters view properties in market i is
denoted by qi . Constant returns to scale makes qi a function of tightness θi :
qi =


ϒ i (bi , ui )
= ϒ i 1, θi−1 ,
bi

and

ϒ i (bi , ui )
= ϒ i (θi , 1) = θi qi
ui

for i ∈ {o, l} .

(2)

The meeting rate ϒ i (bi , ui )/ui for sellers in market i is θi qi . The meeting function is increasing in both bi
and ui , hence qi decreases with θi , while θi qi increases with θi . Intuitively, if there are more ‘buyers’ relative
to ‘sellers’ in a particular market, the meeting rate is lower for those viewing properties but higher for those
offering properties for sale or to let.
Owner-occupiers or renters living in a property receive a match-specific flow value ε. At the time of a
meeting when a household views a property, match quality ε between the property and the household is drawn
from distribution function Gi (ε) for market i. The distribution of ε could differ across markets, for instance,
allowing for a ‘warm glow’ effect of home-ownership where flow values are higher on average. From the
perspective of an investor owning a property, all properties are ex-ante identical prior to being viewed by
potential tenants or buyers.
Idiosyncratic match quality ε for those living in a property is a persistent variable subject to occasional
shocks. These shocks represent life events that make a property less well matched to the occupying household
than it originally was. Shocks arrive independently across households and across time at rate ai , which can
differ by housing tenure i ∈ {o, l}. For owner-occupiers, the arrival of a shock reduces match quality from
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ε to δo ε, where δo < 1 is a parameter.20 For renters, match quality ε is reduced to 0 following a shock —
effectively δl = 0.
Following a shock, owner-occupiers and renters decide whether to move and start searching for another
property to live in, with owners putting their current property up for sale. Moving is endogenous and depends
on how low match quality has become relative to expectations of match quality in a alternative property,
though for renters, moving depends only on the arrival of a shock.21
Those who decide to move choose to buy or rent their next property by searching in the ownership market
or the rental market. Households pay an idiosyncratic cost χ when they enter the ownership market for the
first time. This can be thought of as household-specific factors affecting the cost or availability of a mortgage,
such as credit histories or wealth for downpayments. More specifically, it is calibrated to using data on the
loan-to-value ratio and spreads between the average and marginal mortgage rates and the risk-free rate. χ is
independently drawn from a distribution Gm (χ) when a household arrives in the city and decides to buy or
rent.
A household’s credit cost persists over time, but while the household is in the rental market, χ is redrawn
with probability γ from the same probability distribution Gm (χ) if the arrival of an exogenous shock causes
the household to move — either shocks to match quality or the landlord selling owing to an exit shock.
Households exiting the city sell properties they own. When tenants choose to move or exit the city, their
landlords decide whether to look for a new tenant or to sell.

3.1

The ownership market

Buyers in the ownership market are either home-buyers or investors. The expected value of owning a property
is the same for all investors because they face the same expected rents when their property is let, while homebuyers put different values on properties because of idiosyncratic match quality.
After a buyer has met a seller and viewed a property, revealing the quality of the match to home-buyers,
the buyer and seller negotiate a price and a transaction occurs if mutually agreeable. The land transfer tax
(LTT) is represented by proportional taxes levied on the transaction price paid by the buyer. Home-buyers and
investors face tax rates τh and τk , which in principle can differ.
The Bellman equation for the value K of being an investor who buys at price Pk is
rK = −Fk + qo (Ul − (1 + τk )Pk −Ck − K) + K̇ ,

(3)

where K̇ is the derivative of the value K with respect to time t (the dependence of variables on time t is not
indicated explicitly). There is a flow search cost Fk incurred by investors until they buy a property, τk Pk is the
tax paid on the purchase, and Ck is any other transaction costs paid by investors. Investors meet sellers at rate
qo , and because investors have no idiosyncratic match quality with a property, this is also the rate at which
they are able to buy. After buying, investors make their properties available for rent and receive the common
expected value Ul of being a landlord.
20 The

model has no shocks that increase match quality, but these would not cause households to consider moving.
> 0. However, it turns out that the endogeneity of moving by renters within the rental
market is quantitatively unimportant here, so the model is simplified by assuming δl = 0.
21 It is possible to extend the model to have δ
l
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The Bellman equation for the value Bo of being a home-buyer is
rBo = −Fh + qo

Z

max {H(ε) −Ch − (1 + τh )P(ε) − Bo , 0} dGo (ε) − ρBo + Ḃo .

(4)

Buyers make viewings of properties at rate qo , which reveal match quality ε drawn from a distribution Go (ε).
The value of being an owner-occupier of a property where match quality is currently ε is H(ε). After meeting
a seller, the home-buyer negotiates a price P(ε) if a deal is mutually beneficial and moves into the property.
This occurs when match quality ε is sufficiently high. Home-buyers incur a flow search cost Fh while looking
for properties. If a transaction goes ahead, τh P(ε) is the tax paid by the home-buyer, and Ch is other transaction
costs such as moving costs. Home-buyers, like any other household, exogenously exit the city at rate ρ.
Since properties are ex ante identical, both owner-occupiers and landlords selling their properties have a
common expected value Uo , which satisfies the Bellman equation

Z
rUo = −M + θo qo (1 − ξ ) max {P(ε) −Cu −Uo , 0} dGo (ε)

+ ξ max {Pk −Cu −Uo , 0}

+ U̇o , (5)

where M is the flow cost of maintaining a property paid by all owners and Cu is a transaction cost paid by
sellers. Viewings by buyers occur at rate θo qo , and the probabilities the meeting is with a home-buyer or an
investor are the respective fractions 1 − ξ and ξ of the pool of buyers made up of these two groups. The owner
decides whether to sell, receiving price Pk if selling to an investor and P(ε) if selling to a home-buyer with
match quality ε.
The Bellman equation for the value H(ε) of an owner-occupier with current match quality ε is
rH(ε) = ε − M + ao (max {H(δo ε), Bo +Uo } − H(ε)) + ρ(Uo − H(ε)) + Ḣ(ε) ,

(6)

where ε is the flow utility derived from occupying a property when match quality is currently ε. Idiosyncratic
shocks arrive at rate ao , reducing match quality to δo ε. The household then decides whether to remain in the
property and receive value H(δo ε), or to move out and become both a seller and a home-buyer, which has a
combined value Bo +Uo . Moving occurs if match quality δo ε after a shock has become sufficiently low.

3.2

The rental market

Participants on both sides of the rental market — potential tenants and landlords — are ex ante identical.
When a household meets a landlord and views a property, match quality ε is drawn from distribution Gl (ε).
If mutually agreeable, the household moves in and becomes a tenant. There is no commitment and no longterm contract: either the tenant or the landlord can end the relationship at any subsequent time. Rents are
determined by ongoing negotiations between the two parties.
The Bellman equation for the value Ul of a landlord having a property available to let is
rUl = −M + θl ql

Z

max{L(ε) + Π (ε) −Cl −Ul , 0}dGl (ε) + ρl (Uo −Ul ) + U̇l .

(7)

The landlord meets households who are potential tenants at rate θl ql . If a tenant with match quality ε moves
in, the landlord incurs costs Cl and receives value L(ε), which includes the ongoing rents that are negotiated.
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At the point of agreeing the tenant can move in, there is also negotiation over an initial one-off fee Π (ε) paid
by the tenant to the landlord. At any time an exogenous shock with arrival rate ρl forces landlords to exit, and
those landlords who must sell receive value Uo .
The value of a landlord whose property is currently occupied by a tenant with match quality ε is L(ε).
The Bellman equation for this value function is
rL(ε) = R(ε) − M − Ml + (al + ρ) (max{Ul ,Uo } − L(ε)) + ρl (Uo − L(ε)) + L̇(ε) ,

(8)

where R(ε) is the rent negotiated between landlord and tenant, and Ml is an extra maintenance cost incurred by
landlords when properties are let. Idiosyncratic shocks received by tenants cause them to move out of rental
properties at rate al + ρ, either because match quality is reduced to zero or because the household must leave
the city. After a tenant moves out, the landlord decides whether to look for another tenant or sell the property,
thus receiving the maximum of Ul and Uo .
The value Bl of a household searching for a property to rent satisfies the Bellman equation
rBl = −Fw + ql

Z

max {W (ε) − Π (ε) −Cw − Bl , 0} dGl (ε) − ρBl + Ḃl ,

(9)

where ql is the rate at which viewings are made, and Fw is the flow cost of searching for a rental property.
Viewings reveal match quality ε drawn from a distribution Gl (ε), and the household becomes a tenant if ε is
sufficiently high. If the household moves into a property with match quality ε as a tenant then value W (ε) is
received after paying the initial fee Π (ε) to the landlord and incurring other moving costs Cw . The Bellman
equation for the value function W (ε) is
rW (ε) = ε − R(ε) + γ(al + ρl ) (Gm (Z)(Bo − χ̄) + (1 − Gm (Z))Bl −W (ε))
+ (1 − γ)(al + ρl )(Bl −W (ε)) − ρW (ε) + Ẇ (ε) ,

with

χ̄ = E[χ|χ ≤ Z] . (10)

The flow utility ε derived from occupying a rental property is equal to that of an owner-occupied property
with the same match quality ε, but the tenant pays rent R(ε). Rent negotiations ensure landlords and tenants
are willing to remain matched until a shock makes it mutually agreeable to terminate the tenancy. Households
receive exit shocks at rate ρ. Exit shocks for landlords with arrival rate ρl , or shocks that reduce tenants’
match quality to zero with arrival rate al , also bring a tenancy to an end. When moving within the city, a
household keeps the same credit cost χ with probability 1 − γ, in which case a tenant goes back to the rental
market and obtains value Bl .
When a new credit cost χ is drawn, either for tenants who move (with probability γ) or for new entrants to
the city, there is threshold Z for χ below which it is optimal to enter the ownership market and buy a property
rather than rent. Doing this has value Bo after paying the cost χ.22 If the cost is too high, a household goes
to the rental market. The expected value of a household prior to the realization of χ is an average of Bo − χ̄
and Bl using the probabilities Gm (Z) and 1 − Gm (Z) as weights, where χ̄ denotes the expectation of the credit
cost χ conditional on actually paying it.
22 The credit cost χ is modelled as a one-off cost, but that is equivalent in this environment to the present value of a flow credit cost
paid for a period of time while a household is an owner-occupier.
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3.3

Stocks and flows across and within the two markets

A property is in any one of four states: for sale (measure uo ), to let (measure ul ), or occupied by an owner or a
renter (‘occupying’ in the sense that the property is currently neither available in the market for sale or rent).
Owner-occupied and renter-occupied properties have measures ho and hl , respectively. These measures of the
four states must sum to the unit measure of all properties:
ho + hl + uo + ul = 1 .

(11)

Similarly, the total measure ψ of households is distributed over four possible states: home-buyers (bh ), those
looking for a property to rent (bl ), owner-occupiers (ho ), and tenants (hl ). A household occupies at most one
property at a time, and households look either to buy or rent if and only if they do not currently occupy a
property. Hence:
ho + hl + bh + bl = ψ .

(12)

The measure of buyers bo = bh + bk in the ownership market also includes a measure bk of those looking to
buy as investors. Given free entry of investors, bk adjusts so that at all points in time the value of entry by
further investors is zero:
K = 0.

(13)

Entry of first-time home-buyers to the ownership market depends on the threshold Z for the credit cost χ. The
marginal new entrant (χ = Z) is indifferent between the ownership and rental markets:
Bo − Z = Bl .

(14)

Credit costs are drawn from the distribution Gm (χ) by a fraction γ of tenants who move within the city
because of shocks (either to their own match quality or landlord exit) and all households new to the city. If
Nl denotes the flow of tenants who decide to move (nl = Nl /hl is the moving rate for tenants hl ), γNl redraw
their credit cost χ. Of those, a fraction Gm (Z) are below the threshold Z and so enter the ownership market as
home-buyers. The same applies to the measure ρψ of households who enter the city. The flow of first-time
home-buyers is therefore 𭟋 = (γnl hl + ρψ)Gm (Z).
Those tenants not drawing a new credit cost when moving (probability 1 − γ), or those whose new credit
cost is above Z (probability 1 − Gm (Z)), search in the rental market for a new property. The flow of owneroccupiers who decide to move is No (the moving rate of those in ho is no = No /ho ), and all enter the ownership
market as home-buyers because they have already paid the credit cost.
Home-buyers bh and households hl searching for a rental property exit from this state by either completing
a transaction or exiting the city. Viewings are made at rates qi in the two markets i ∈ {o, l}. Suppose the
probabilities that the match quality revealed by a viewing is sufficiently high for a mutually agreeable deal
with the seller/landlord are πo and πl in the two markets. The flows of sales Sh to home-buyers and leases Sl
agreed with tenants are
Sh = qo πo bh

and

Sl = ql πl bl .

(15)
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The laws of motion for the stocks of home-buyers bh and households looking to rent bl are thus
ḃh = no ho + (γnl hl + ρψ)Gm (Z) − (qo πo + ρ)bh ,

and

ḃl = (1 − γ)nl hl + (γnl hl + ρψ)(1 − Gm (Z)) − (ql πl + ρ)bl .

(16)
(17)

Investors bk make viewings at rate qo and are able to transact at this rate because they have no idiosyncratic
match quality with properties. The flow of sales to investors is Sk , which added to Sh gives total transactions
So in the ownership market. Let κ denote the fraction of sales to investors:
So = Sh + Sk ,

where Sk = qo bk ,

and

κ=

Sk
ξ
=
,
So ξ + (1 − ξ )πo

(18)

where the equation for κ in terms of the fraction of investors ξ follows from (1) and (15).
From the perspectives of sellers and landlords, the transaction rates in the two markets are
so =

So
= θo qo (ξ + (1 − ξ )πo ) ,
uo

and

sl =

Sl
= θl ql πl ,
ul

(19)

and hence the laws of motion for properties for sale uo and to let ul are:
u̇o = (no + ρ)ho + ρl (hl + ul ) − so uo ,

and

(20)

u̇l = (al + ρ)hl + κso uo − (sl + ρl )ul .

(21)

Properties come up for sale if owner-occupiers move within or exit the city, or landlords are hit by an exit
shock (irrespective of whether their properties are currently occupied by tenants). Properties are offered to let
if tenants are hit by a match quality shock or exit the city, or investor purchases make new rental properties
available. Properties come off these markets with successful transactions, or in the case of the rental market,
if landlords receive an exit shock.
Finally, flows of properties onto and off the two markets imply the following laws of motion for the stocks
of owner-occupiers ho and tenants hl :
ḣo = (1 − κ)so uo − (no + ρ)ho ,

and

(22)

ḣl = sl ul − (nl + ρ)hl .

(23)

The flows and stocks in the ownership and rental markets are summarized in Figure A.4 and A.5.

3.4

Functional forms, parameter restrictions, and bargaining protocols

The meeting functions ϒ i (bi , ui ) for i ∈ {o, l} have Cobb-Douglas functional forms:
i ηi
ϒ i (bi , ui ) = Ai b1−η
ui ,
i

hence qi = Ai θi−ηi ,

(24)

where Ai is productivity in arranging viewings in market i, and ηi are the elasticities of buyers’ and renters’
viewing rates with respect to the market tightnesses θi (see 1 and 2). These parameters can differ across
markets. New match qualities ε are drawn from Pareto distributions for i ∈ {o, l}:
Gi (ε) = 1 −

 −λi
ε
,
ζi

(25)
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with ζi being the minimum possible draw in market i, and λi specifying the distribution shape, in particular,
how compressed are realizations of ε towards the minimum. Expected match quality from a viewing in
market i is Ei [ε] = ζi λi /(λi − 1) for λi > 1. Draws of the homeownership credit cost χ are from a log Normal
distribution with mean and standard deviation parameters µ and σ :


log Z−µ−σ 2


Φ
2
σ
σ
log χ − µ
 ,

, implying χ̄ = eµ+ 2
Gm (χ) = Φ
log
Z−µ
σ
Φ

(26)

σ

where Φ(·) is the standard Normal CDF, and χ̄ is the expectation of χ conditional on χ ≤ Z.
A parameter restriction is imposed so that match-quality shocks in the ownership market are sufficiently
large (δo is far enough below 1) that some, but not all, owner-occupiers require only one idiosyncratic shock
to trigger moving. As has been stated earlier, match-quality shocks to renters are sufficiently large (δl = 0)
that all tenant moves are exogenous.
The bargaining protocol over the terms of transactions (prices and rents) in all meetings between agents is
Nash bargaining. Sellers (whoever they may be) have bargaining power ωo when selling to a home-buyer, and
bargaining power ωk when selling to an investor. Landlords have bargaining power ωl in relation to tenants in
both their initial meeting and in any subsequent rent negotiations.

3.5

General equilibrium in rental and ownership markets

This section studies the equilibrium allocation of properties and households across the two markets, and the
volumes of transactions and their terms (prices and rents) within each market.
3.5.1

Decisions made by homeowners and home-buyers

Suppose the seller of a property meets a home-buyer who draws match quality ε. If they were to agree
to a sale at price P(ε) then the home-buyer surplus would be Σoh (ε) = H(ε) − (1 + τh )P(ε) − Ch − Bo and
the seller surplus Σou (ε) = P(ε) − Cu − Uo . The Nash bargaining problem is to choose P(ε) to maximize
1−ωo
(Σou (ε))ωo Σoh (ε)
, where the surpluses of both must be non-negative for a transaction to go ahead. The
first-order condition is Σou (ε)/Σoh (ε) = ωo /((1−ωo )(1+τh )), which determines how the joint surplus Σo (ε) =
Σoh (ε) + Σou (ε) is to be shared.
In the absence of a transaction tax τh , the surplus would have been divided according to bargaining powers
in line with the usual Nash rule. However, a positive transaction tax rate skews the division in favour of the
buyer. Intuitively, owing to the proportional tax, the joint surplus Σo (ε) = H(ε) −Ch −Cu − Bo −Uo − τh P(ε)
is increased by agreeing a lower price, and this lower price increases the buyer’s surplus. The resulting split
is
Σoh (ε) = (1 − ωo∗ )Σo (ε) and Σou (ε) = ωo∗ Σo (ε) ,

where ωo∗ ≡

ωo
,
1 + τh (1 − ωo )

(27)

and the seller’s share ωo∗ of the surplus is below bargaining power ωo . The price that delivers the division of
the surplus in (27) is P(ε) = Cu +Uo + ωo∗ Σo (ε), which results in the joint surplus being
Σo (ε) =

H(ε) −Ch − Bo − (1 + τh )(Cu +Uo )
.
1 + τh ωo∗

(28)
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As match quality ε is observable and surplus is transferable, transactions go ahead if ε ≥ yo , where yo , the
transaction threshold, is the level of match quality where the joint surplus is zero:
Σo (yo ) = 0 .

(29)

Using (25), the proportion πo of home-buyer viewings that lead to sales and the average transaction price P
for home-buyer purchases are therefore
 −λi
Z
Z
yo
1
ω ∗ Σo
πo =
dGo (ε) =
, and P =
P(ε)dGo (ε) = o +Cu +Uo .
ζo
πo yo
πo
yo

(30)

Prior to the realization of ε, the ex-ante joint surplus from a home-buyer viewing is denoted by:
Z

Σo =

Σo (ε)dGo (ε) .

(31)

yo

For existing owner-occupiers, there is a moving decision to be made when a match quality shock is received. Since the value function H(ε) is increasing in ε, owner-occupiers decide to move if the current level
of match quality is sufficiently low. The condition for moving is ε < xo , where xo , the moving threshold, is
the level of match quality such that the value of continuing to occupy a property equals the sum of the outside
options Bo and Uo of being both a buyer and a seller in the ownership market:
H(xo ) = Bo +Uo .

(32)

The condition that some owner-occupiers require only one shock to trigger moving is δo yo < xo .
The endogenous moving rate no is derived from the distribution of match quality over existing owneroccupiers together with the moving threshold xo . The evolution over time of the distribution of owneroccupiers’ match quality depends on idiosyncratic shocks and moving decisions. Surviving matches of households and properties differ along two dimensions, the initial level of match quality, and the number of shocks
received since the match formed. By using the Pareto distribution (25) of new match quality, appendix A.2.2
shows that the endogenous moving rate is
ao ζoλo δoλo xo−λo
no = ao −
ho

Z t

λo
e−(ρ+ao (1−δo ))(t−υ) (1 − ξ (υ))θo (υ)qo (υ)uo (υ)dυ ,

(33)

υ→−∞

where uo (t) explicitly indicates the dependence of uo on time t. Given the moving threshold xo , the moving
rate no displays history dependence due to persistence in the match-quality distribution.
3.5.2

Decisions made by landlords and tenants

For landlords and tenants, it is necessary to work backwards from ongoing rent negotiations to analyse their
behaviour when they first meet during a viewing. Consider a tenant who has already moved into a property
with match quality ε, so any transaction and moving costs are sunk. The tenant’s surplus from remaining in
the property is Λ w (ε) = W (ε) − Bl , where the outside option is going back to the rental market because the
tenant’s cost χ of becoming a home-buyer does not change unless a shock occurs. The landlord’s surplus from
keeping the tenant is Λ l (ε) = L(ε) −Ul , which assumes the outside option of putting the property back on the
rental market is better than selling it (Ul ≥ Uo ), as will be confirmed. Both W (ε) and L(ε) depend on the rent
R(ε) paid.
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ω
The Nash bargaining problem has rent R(ε) maximize Λ l (ε) l (Λ w (ε))1−ωl , where ωl is the landlord’s
bargaining power. There is no commitment to rent payments at any future date. The rent R(ε) affects the
surpluses through L(ε) and W (ε) in equations (8) and (10), noting that ∂ L(ε)/∂ R(ε) = −∂W (ε)/∂ R(ε), so
the first-order condition is Λ l (ε)/Λ w (ε) = ωl /(1 − ωl ). The joint surplus Λ (ε) = Λ l (ε) + Λ w (ε) = W (ε) +
L(ε) − Bl −Ul is therefore divided according to the bargaining powers of the two parties as Λ l (ε) = ωl Λ (ε)
and Λ w (ε) = (1 − ωl )Λ (ε).
With rents negotiated in this way, tenants move out only after a match quality shock or if leaving the city,
or if the landlord is forced to sell up. Tenants’ moving rate nl within the city is simply
nl = al + ρl .

(34)

Now consider a landlord meeting a potential tenant during a viewing that reveals match quality ε. If
the landlord agrees the tenant can move in after paying a fee Π (ε) then the two parties incur costs Cl and
Cw , respectively.23 Note that the fee Π (ε) is separate from the rent R(ε), which is the subject of ongoing
negotiation once the tenant moves in. At this stage, the tenant’s surplus is Σlw (ε) = W (ε) − Π (ε) − Cw − Bl
and the landlord’s surplus is Σll (ε) = L(ε) + Π (ε) −Cl −Ul .
If it is mutually agreeable for the tenant to move in (both surpluses positive) then there is Nash bargaining
over the fee Π (ε) with the landlord and tenant having the same bargaining powers ωl and 1 − ωl that apply in
rent negotiations. The joint surplus Σl (ε) = Σll (ε) + Σlw (ε) is given by
Σl (ε) = W (ε) + L(ε) − Bl −Ul −Cw −Cl ,

(35)

which is divided according to Σll (ε) = ωl Σl (ε) and Σlw (ε) = (1−ωl )Σl (ε). In terms of the surpluses Λ l (ε) and
Λ w (ε) once the tenant has moved in, the surpluses on meeting can be expressed as Σll (ε) = Λ l (ε) + Π (ε) −Cl
and Σlw (ε) = Λ w (ε) − Π (ε) −Cw . Since the bargaining problem for new rents is the same as for ongoing rent,
the subsequent surplus split is Λ l (ε) = ωl Λ (ε) and Λ w (ε) = (1 − ωl )Λ (ε), where Σl (ε) = Λ (ε) − Cl − Cw ,
and hence Nash bargaining over the fee Π (ε) yields
Π (ε) = Π = (1 − ωl )Cl − ωl Cw ,

(36)

which is independent of match quality ε. A lease is agreed if ε ≥ yl , where yl , the leasing threshold, is the
level of match quality ε where the joint surplus Σl (ε) from (35) is zero:
Σl (yl ) = 0 .

(37)

The proportion πl of viewings of properties to let that lead to leases and the average rent R are
 −λl
Z
Z
yl
1
πl = dGl (ε) =
, and R =
R(ε)dGl (ε) .
ζl
πl yl
yl

(38)

Prior to the realization of ε, the ex-ante expected joint surplus from a rental-market viewing is
Σl ≡

Z
yl

Σl (ε)dGl (ε) .

(39)

23 The transaction costs C and C are a type of fixed matching cost, for example, the costs of finding out about the tenant, because
w
l
they are incurred before bargaining over the rent takes place (see Pissarides, 2009).
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3.5.3

Entry decisions of investors

The investor’s surplus from a transaction at price Pk is Σkk = Ul − (1 + τk )Pk −Ck − K and the seller’s surplus
is Σku = Pk − Cu − Uo . If there are mutual gains from a deal, the price Pk is determined by Nash bargaining,
where the seller has bargaining power ωk when faced with an investor. The joint surplus Σk = Σkk + Σku is split
according to Σku /Σkk = ωk /((1 − ωk )(1 + τk )), so the tax τk shifts the division of the surplus in favour of the
investor:
Σkk = (1 − ωk∗ )Σk

and Σku = ωk∗ Σk ,

where ωk∗ ≡

ωk
.
1 + τk (1 − ωk )

(40)

Since the joint surplus Σk = Ul − Ck − Cu − Uo − K − τk Pk is unaffected by considerations of match quality,
either all investors are willing to buy or none, so an equilibrium with entry of investors occurs if and only if
Σk is non-negative. When this is true, investors buy property at the rate qo they meet sellers, and the price paid
by all investors is
Pk = Cu +Uo + ωk∗ Σk .

(41)

With this price, the joint surplus Σk from a meeting between an investor and a seller is
Σk =

Ul − (1 + τk )Uo − (1 + τk )Cu −Ck
.
1 + τk ωk∗

(42)

Note that a non-negative joint surplus Σk implies the value of having a property to let is always above the
value of having a property for sale (Ul ≥ Uo ). Thus, after purchasing a property, an investor always prefers to
keep it rented out.24 Landlords sell properties only when hit by exit shocks, which arrive at rate ρl .
Given the free-entry condition (13), the Bellman equation (3) for investors’ value K requires
Σk =

Fk
,
(1 − ωk∗ )qo

(43)

which shows the surplus Σk rises with tightness of the ownership market. Intuitively, the viewing rate qo
decreases when there are more buyers relative to sellers, so investors must be compensated by a higher surplus
(1 − ωk∗ )Σk for them to enter in equilibrium.

3.6

Welfare

Welfare Ω is the sum of the values of all incumbents in the city (homeowners, tenants, landlords, and including
owners of unsold houses who have left the city) plus the present values of the payoffs received by those who
enter the city. Exit (value 0) is already accounted for in incumbents’ values.
A consistent analysis of welfare requires specifying what the government does with the tax revenue Γ =
τh PSh + τk Pk Sk it collects. Revenue is assumed to be spent on public goods of an equal value, or equivalently,
on reducing other taxes. The flow benefits of Γ /ψ per person could be added to the Bellman equations of
city residents (H(ε), W (ε), Bo , and Bl ). Rather than changing these equations, equivalently, the present value
Ωτ of the stream of tax revenue Γ is included in welfare Ω . This present value satisfies the Bellman equation
rΩτ = Γ + Ω̇τ .
24 In

other words, pure ‘flippers’ — those who buy and sell shortly afterwards — are not present in the model.
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The expected payoff of someone entering the city prior to the realization of the credit cost χ is Be =
(1 − Gm (Z))Bl + Gm (Z)(Bo − χ̄), where Z is the credit-cost threshold for entering the ownership market and
χ̄ is the average value of χ for those who do so. With a steady population ψ and exit at rate ρ, there are ρψ
new entrants per unit time. The expected present value Ωe of all entrant values satisfies the Bellman equation
rΩe = ρψBe + Ω̇e .
With H, L, and W denoting the average values of H(ε), L(ε), and W (ε) over the distributions of all
surviving matches, welfare is Ω = ho H + hl (L + W ) + bh Bo + bl Bl + bk K + uoUo + ul Ul + Ωτ + Ωe . It is
shown in appendix A.2.6 that welfare Ω satisfies the differential equation
rΩ = ho Qh + hl Ql − M − hl Ml − bh Fh − bk Fk − bl Fw − So ((1 − κ)Ch + κCk +Cu )
− Sl (Cl + Cw ) − (γnl hl + ρψ)Gm (Z)χ̄ + Ω̇ , (44)
where Qh and Ql denote the average levels of current match quality ε across the ho owner-occupiers and the hl
tenants respectively.25 Prices and rents drop out from welfare Ω because these are just transfers among market
participants. Maintenance costs, flow search costs, non-tax transaction costs, and credit costs are implicitly
treated as resource costs that show up as deductions from welfare. This assumes transaction costs reflect the
time and resources of market participants and intermediaries that are consumed in completing transactions.
Likewise, credit costs, for example, interest-rate spreads on mortgages, are treated as reflecting resources
used up by banks. Transaction tax revenue does not appear as a deduction in (44) because it pays for public
goods of an equivalent value, or allows other taxes to be reduced while still funding a given amount of public
expenditure (of whatever resource cost and utility value).
The average match qualities Qh and Ql appearing in the welfare equation (44) are shown in appendix A.2.5
to satisfy the following pair of differential equations:




(1 − κ)so uo
λo
λo
Q̇h =
yo − Qh − (ao − no ) Qh −
xo ,
ho
λo − 1
λo − 1


λl
sl ul
Q̇l =
yl − Q l ,
hl λl − 1

and

(45)
(46)

which depend on differences between Qh and Ql and average new match qualities λo yo /(λo −1) and λl yl /(λl −
1) in the two markets, and between Qh and average surviving match quality λo xo /(λo − 1) after match-quality
shocks received by owner-occupiers.

3.7

Implications of the model in steady state

For constant tax rates τh and τk and other parameters, the model predicts the rental and ownership markets converge to a steady state where the fractions of properties and households in various states (ho , hl , uo , ul , bh , bk )
are constant over time. This steady state also features a constant measure of investors bk and the proportion ξ
of buyers they account for, and constant market tightnesses θo and θl . The homeownership rate h is defined as
the fraction of the population ψ who own a property they occupy ho or are selling a property they occupied.
This is h = (ho + (1 − κ)uo )/ψ, where former owner-occupiers selling properties account for a fraction 1 − κ
25 This assumes all private benefits of owning or renting properties are social benefits. It is possible to envisage other policy
distortions that might drive a wedge between private and social benefits such as the tax treatment of owners’ implicit rental income or
mortgage-interest deductibility.
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of properties uo on the market. The model also has implications for the demographics of owner-occupiers
compared to tenants, in particular, the average age difference α between the two groups.
Among those occupying properties, there is a stationary distribution of match quality, which implies a
constant moving rate no in (33) for owner-occupiers moving within the city.26 Taking account of exit from the
city, the expected lengths of occupation of a property by homeowners and tenants are Tmo = 1/(no + ρ) and
Tml = 1/(nl + ρ) respectively, where the moving rate within the city for tenants is from (34). There is also a
steady state for the fraction φ of first-time buyers among all purchases by home-buyers.27
The average numbers of viewings νo and νl needed to sell or lease a property are respectively νo =
1/((1 − ξ )πo + ξ ) and νl = 1/πl , and the expected times on the market for properties to sell and lease are
Tso = 1/so and Tsl = 1/sl . From the perspective of home-buyers and potential tenants, the expected times
taken successfully to find properties are Tbh = 1/(qo πo ) and Tbl = 1/(ql πl ). On average across buyers in the
ownership market, the average time to complete a transaction is Tbo = (1 − κ)Tbh + κTbk , where Tbk = 1/qo is
the expected time taken by investors. This average time can be expressed as Tbo = 1/(qo (ξ + (1 − ξ )πo )).
These predictions are used to calibrate the model’s parameters, allowing the model to be used to make
quantitative predictions about the effects of transaction taxes and the implications for welfare.

4

Quantitative effects of transaction taxes in the model

As documented in the econometric evidence of section 2, despite home-buyers and buy-to-rent investors facing
the same transaction tax rates and the same tax increase in Toronto in 2008, transactions rose for buy-to-rent
investors and fell for home-buyers. This section uses the model developed in section 3 to explain these
differential effects of the LTT on owner-occupiers and investors even though the tax rate τk on investors is the
same as the tax rate τh before and after the LTT increase. The model also predicts an increase in leasing activity
in the rental market, a decline in mobility within the ownership market, as well as matching the direction of
the other responses to the LTT found empirically.
To perform a quantitative analysis of the LTT and assess its implications for welfare, the model is calibrated to match key features of ownership and rental markets in the City of Toronto before the LTT change.
The model is then solved for the transaction tax rates prevailing in the city before and after the February 2008
city-level LTT was introduced to derive predictions for the housing-market outcomes studied empirically and
for welfare. As explained in section 2, the effective LTT rate rises from 1.5% to 2.8%, an increase of 1.3
percentage points.
26 The

following expression for the steady-state moving rate is derived in appendix A.3:



  
λo
λo yo λo
ρ
+
a
1
−
δ
−
ρδ
o
o
o
xo


no = ao 


 λo  .
λo
λo yo
ρ + ao 1 − δo + ao δo xo

27 It is shown in appendix A.5 that the average age difference α between owner-occupiers and tenants and the fraction φ of first-time
buyers are:


!


ρ 1 + nqoo+ρ
πo
ρ
1
1

.
α = 1+
−
, and φ =
γnl ql πl
ρ + nl + ql πl
ρ ρ + ρ+n
no + ρ 1 + no +ρ
l +ql πl
qo π o
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4.1

Calibration

The model is calibrated to the City of Toronto housing market before the LTT change, in particular, during the
period January 2006–January 2008. The tax rates faced by both home-buyers and buy-to-rent investors are set
to the effective LTT prior to the change, τk = τh = 0.015. The parameters of the model are calibrated to match
a list of targets given in Table 3, and the implied parameter values are reported in Table 4. The data sources of
all targets are detailed in appendix A.4, and appendix A.5 explains how the calibration procedure works. In
summary, there are three broad sets of targets.
The first set of targets (ψ, Be , ωo /ηo , ωl /ηl ) is directly imposed. The measure of households is chosen to
be the same as the measure of properties, that is, ψ = 1. Although entry to the city is exogenous in the model,
for consistency, the calibration selects parameters where the expected value of entering the city Be is zero,
matching the zero value for those who exit. Finally, the bargaining powers of sellers and landlords are set to
be the same as the corresponding elasticities of the meeting functions for the two market, that is, ωo = ηo and
ωl = ηl .
The second set of targets is related to the extensive margin across the ownership and rental markets. These
targets are the homeownership rate h, the fraction κ of buy-to-rent purchases among total purchases, the
fraction of first-time buyers φ , the difference α in the average ages of owner-occupiers and renters, investors’
price-to-rent ratio Pk /R, and the ratio of prices paid by investors to prices paid by home-buyers Pk /P. The
other key targets here are for the capitalized credit costs of marginal home-buyers relative to price Z/P, and
the ratio of marginal to mean credit costs Z/χ̄. As explained in appendix A.4, these credit-cost targets can
themselves be derived from information about mortgage interest rate spreads, mortgage term and loan-tovalue ratio. Note that it is not necessary to take a stance on the presence or size of any ‘warm glow’ effect of
homeownership in the calibration. The parameter ζl is determined as a residual given the calibrated costs of
owning versus renting and the choices of households reflected in the homeownership rate.
The third set of targets matches search behaviour and costs incurred within the ownership and rental
markets. The key targets for search behaviour are viewings per sale νo , viewings per lease νl , times on
the market for buyers Tbo and sellers Tso in the ownership market, landlords’ time on the rental market Tsl ,
and the expected times between moves for homeowners Tmo and tenants Tml . The targets for costs in the
ownership market are homeowners’ maintenance cost M, transaction costs excluding taxes for buyers and
sellers (Ck ,Ch ,Cu ), and the flow search costs of buyers (Fk , Fh ). There are targets for all of these as fractions
of the appropriate price P or Pk . The targets for costs in the rental market include the extra maintenance costs
Ml faced by landlords, landlords’ transaction costs Cl , and flow search costs of tenants Fw , all as a fraction of
rent R, and the fraction of landlords’ transaction costs passed on to tenants. The calibration also matches the
model-implied moving rate response β to the LTT change with the effect estimated in section 2.
Finally, the units of utility can be normalized so that the model matches the average transaction price P.
This means that all utility payoffs and costs can be interpreted as dollar equivalents.

4.2

Quantitative effects of transaction taxes

The effects of increasing the transaction tax rates τh and τk from 1.5% to 2.8% for both home-buyers and
investors are reported in Table 5. The steady state of the model is computed for each tax rate using the
procedure described in section A.3. The changes in variables across the steady states are reported as log
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Table 3: Calibration targets
Targets

Notation

Value

Directly imposed targets
Equal numbers of households and properties
No incentive for further entry of households into the city
Bargaining powers equal to meeting-function elasticities

ψ
Be
ωo /ηo = ωl /ηl

1
0
1

Empirical targets
Average buy-to-own transaction price
Effective land transfer tax for all buyers
Homeownership rate
Fraction of purchases made by buy-to-rent investors
Fraction of first-time buyers among all home-buyers
Difference in average ages of owner-occupiers and renters
Average price-rent ratio for same properties
Price paid by investors relative to average paid by home-buyers
Non-tax transaction costs of buyers relative to price
Property maintenance costs relative to price
Landlords’ extra maintenance/management costs relative to rent
Seller transaction costs relative to price
Landlord transaction costs relative to rent
Fraction of landlord transaction costs charged to tenant
Flow search costs of home-buyers relative to price
Flow search costs of investors relative to home-buyers
Flow search costs of tenants relative to home-buyers
Sellers’ average time on the market
Buyers’ average time on the market
Landlords’ average time on the rental market
Average viewings per sale
Average viewings per lease
Average time between moves for owner-occupiers
Average time between moves for tenants
Percentage decline of owner-occupier moving rate after new LTT
Capitalized credit costs of marginal home-buyer relative to price
Ratio of credit costs of marginal and average home-buyers

P
τh = τk
h
κ
φ
α
Pk /R
Pk /P
Ch /P = Ck /Pk
M/P
Ml /R
Cu /P
Cl /R
Π /Cl
Fh /P
Fk /Fh
Fw /Fh
Tso
Tbo
Tsl
νo
νl
Tmo
Tml
β
Z/P
Z/χ̄

$402k
1.5%
54%
5.4%
40%
8.3
14.5
99%
0%
2.6%
8%
4.5%
8.3%
0%
3.1%
1
1.1
0.161
0.206
0.066
20.6
10.3
9.25
3.04
13%
0.48
2.11

rf
r̄c
rc
ℓ
Tc

1.86%
4.93%
7.93%
80%
25

Sources of the targets for credit costs
Risk-free real interest rate
Average real mortgage interest rate
Real mortgage interest rate of the marginal home-buyer
Initial loan-to-value ratio of first-time buyers
Mortgage term

Notes: All time units are in years. See appendix A.4 for data sources and appendix A.5 for the calibration procedure. The targets
for Z/P and Z/χ̄ are derived from those for r f , r̄c , rc , ℓ, and Tc as explained in appendix A.4.

differences for consistency with the econometric estimates of the LTT effects on the logarithms of housingmarket outcomes from section 2.
Consistent with the econometric evidence, the model predicts that buy-to-own (BTO) and buy-to-rent
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Table 4: Calibrated parameters
Parameter description

Notation

Value

Number of households relative to the number of properties
Discount rate for future housing-market payoffs
Households’ exit rate from the city
Investors’ exit rate
Property maintenance cost
Landlords’ extra maintenance/management costs
Minimum new match quality in the ownership market
Minimum new match quality in the rental market
Home-buyer shape parameter of new match quality distribution
Tenant shape parameter of new match quality distribution
Arrival rate of match quality shocks in the ownership market
Arrival rate of match quality shocks in the rental market
Size of match quality shock in ownership market
Fraction of tenants drawing new credit cost after moving shock
Parameter for mean of the distribution of credit costs
Parameter for standard deviation of the distribution of credit costs
Transaction costs of buyers excluding taxes
Transaction costs of sellers
Transaction costs of landlords
Transaction costs of tenants
Flow search costs of home-buyers and investors
Flow search costs of prospective tenants in the rental market
Viewing productivity parameter in the ownership market
Viewing productivity parameter in the rental market
Elasticity of ownership-market meetings with respect to sellers
Elasticity of rental-market meetings with respect to landlords
Bargaining power of sellers meeting a home-buyer
Bargaining power of sellers meeting an investor
Bargaining power of landlords meeting a prospective tenant

ψ
r
ρ
ρl
M
Ml
ζo
ζl
λo
λl
ao
al
δo
γ
µ
σ
Ck = Ch
Cu
Cl
Cw
Fk = Fh
Fw
Ao
Al
ηo
ηl
ωo
ωk
ωl

1
3.3%
4.3%
0.7%
10.4
2.2
34.1
21.2
30.3
31.5
8.3%
27.9%
0.858
8.3%
5.5
1.3
0
18.1
2.3
0.7
12.6
13.6
111
169
0.434
0.762
0.434
0.218
0.762

Notes: All time units are in years, and all payoff and cost parameters are measured in thousands of dollars. These parameters
exactly match the targets specified in Table 3 using the calibration procedure from appendix A.5.

(BTR) transactions move in opposite directions following the transaction tax increase. Sales to home-buyers
fall, while sales to investors rise, despite the two facing the same rise in tax rates.
There are three household behavioural responses to the higher tax rate underlying the fall in BTO transactions. First, a higher tax rate raises the cost of moving, which makes homeowners more tolerant of worse
match quality (a lower moving threshold xo ). This is reflected in a longer average time-to-move. Second,
home-buyers become pickier (a higher transaction threshold yo ). Because moving decisions are endogenous
and match quality has persistence, home-buyers can reduce the future incidence of moving — and lower the
tax they expect to pay — by beginning with better match quality. This results in a longer average time-to-sell,
as is found empirically. Finally, higher taxes reduce the joint surplus in the ownership market because part of
the surplus is absorbed by higher tax. This reduces renters’ incentive to enter the ownership market (a lower
credit-cost threshold Z).
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Table 5: Simulations of the model following an increase in the transaction tax rate
Variable
Time-to-move for homeowners
Buy-to-own (BTO) transactions
Buy-to-rent (BTR) transactions
Time-to-sell
Leases-to-sales ratio
Price-to-rent ratio
Average sales price
Homeownership rate
Transaction tax revenue

Model prediction

Econometric evidence

13% (matched)
−15%
1.9%
8.6%
15%
−1.8%
−1.9%
−1.6% (−0.9 p.p.)
46%

13%
−10.1%
8.9%
16.5%
23%
−3.9%
−2.0%
-

Effective LTT tax rate

Increased from 1.5% to 2.8% (1.3 p.p.)

Notes: The responses of variables are reported as log differences. The solution procedure to find the predictions of the model is
described in appendix A.3.

Since investors face the same tax increase as home-buyers, the direct effect of the higher tax is to reduce
entry of buy-to-rent investors. However, there are two crucial equilibrium effects at work as well. First, there
is more demand for rental properties owing to households’ reduced incentive to switch from renting to owning.
This increases rents relative to property prices, pushing down the price-to-rent ratio and encouraging investors
to enter. This negative effect of the tax on the price-to-rent ratio is consistent with the econometric estimates
from section 2.
Second, landlords do not have to sell their properties and pay the transaction tax again just because a
renter moves, unlike owner-occupiers who have to buy again and pay the tax every time they move. Buy-torent investors thus have an implicit tax advantage — even though they face the same tax rates. The mechanism
by which the tax increase actually boosts entry of investors works through the price-to-rent ratio. Since sellers
can sell to either home-buyers or investors they meet, the prices paid by the two groups are very tightly linked.
Quantitatively, home-buyers are the dominant group of buyers, and the capitalization effect of the higher tax
paid by owner-occupiers pushes down property prices for all buyers, including investors. This lower price-torent ratio more than offsets the higher tax from the perspective of investors, hence the model predicts a rise in
BTR transactions.
BTR transactions constitute a relatively small fraction of total transactions, so the overall effect is that
transactions fall by 14%. Combined with additional entry of buy-to-rent investors, the ratio of the number of
leases to sales is higher. These changes imply the homeownership rate falls by around one percentage point.
Data on the homeownership rate in Toronto is not available at the micro level or at high frequencies, so the
causal effect of the LTT change cannot be estimated. However, the empirical findings for BTR transactions
and leases indicate that the homeownership rate would fall after the LTT increase, all else equal.28
The predicted average price paid drops by 1.9%, matching the data almost exactly. Interestingly, the
percentage change in price is larger than the 1.3 percentage-point rise in the tax rate.29 The impact on the
28 Simply

looking at the aggregate data on the homeownership rate in Toronto reveals a rising trend prior to the LTT increase and a
flattening out afterwards. The period of stagnation in the homeownership rate coincides with a rising fraction of BTR transactions in
the aggregate.
29 A simple analysis of tax incidence might suggest that prices should change by less than the tax rate increase because buyers have
some bargaining power — see equation (27). That equation also shows a proportional transaction tax reduces the effective bargaining

29

average price reflects the expectation that a given property will be subject to the tax each time it is sold, and
thus the expected future incidence of the tax is capitalized into the price.
The model predicts that the log difference in tax revenue Γ = τh PSh + τk Pk Sk before and after is only 46%
when the log difference of the tax rates is 62% (from 1.5% to 2.8%). This discrepancy is explained by erosion
of the tax base: total transactions go down by 14%, and the average price drops by 2%, so the tax base shrinks
by 16%.

4.3

Welfare effects of transactions taxes

The calibrated model predicts the welfare costs of the LTT are substantial. The new LTT causes welfare to
fall by an amount equivalent to 79% of the extra tax revenue it generates. Formally, this measure of welfare
loss is the ratio of r∆Ω (the flow welfare loss derived from equation 44) to ∆Γ (the change in the flow of tax
revenue).
The welfare loss is due to distortions across and within ownership and rental markets, and both are large.30
Distortions across the two markets generate a loss equivalent to 25% of the extra tax revenue. Within the
markets, distortions in the rental market and in ownership market generate losses of 5% and 49% of tax
revenue respectively. Overall, the presence of the rental market in the analysis accounts for a welfare loss of
30% of extra tax revenue beyond the loss within the ownership market itself. This is around 40% of the total
loss of 79% of extra tax revenue.
The welfare loss across the two markets results from the drop in the homeownership rate. Some households with low enough credit costs who would otherwise have gained from being owner-occupiers decide to
remain renters owing to the extra cost burden imposed by the transaction tax, both now and expected again in
the future. The size of this welfare loss largely depends on the distribution of credit costs, which is calibrated
using data on mortgage spreads. This is because the credit-cost distribution across households is the relevant
source of heterogeneity for the owing-versus-renting decision — everyone shares the same ex-ante expectation of housing utility in the two markets, so there is no lack of substitutability between owner-occupied and
rental properties in terms of preferences. The decline in homeownership also adds to the welfare loss through
an increase in rental management costs.31
Within the ownership market, the welfare loss is mainly due to the fall in match quality, partly offset by
lower non-tax transaction costs saved owing to moving taking place less frequently. It is also offset by homebuyers being more picky, albeit at the cost of having to search for longer. The large size of the welfare loss is
related to the indivisibility of housing: households are taxed on the whole value of a property, not the marginal
improvement in match quality that comes from moving. The welfare loss within the rental market is much
smaller and mainly reflects an increase in transaction costs.
power of sellers, contributing to a lower price.
30 Using equation (44) in steady state, the change in welfare ∆Ω after the tax rise can be decomposed as follows:
r∆Ω = (ho ∆Qh − Fh ∆bh −Ch ∆Sh −Cu ∆So ) + (hl ∆Ql − Fw ∆bl − (Cl +Cw )∆Sl )
+ ((Qh + ∆Qh )∆ho + (Ql + ∆Ql − Ml )∆hl − Fk ∆bk −Ck ∆Sk − ∆ ((γnl hl + ρψ)Gm (Z)χ̄)) .
The first block of terms result from changes within the ownership market, the second from changes within the rental market, and the
third from changes across the two markets.
31 It is important to note that the model does not imply a monotonic relationship between homeonwership rate and welfare as shown
in the final term in the expression for welfare (44) where credit costs associated with increasing homeownership are part of welfare
loss.
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4.4

The role of buy-to-rent investors

A key feature of the analysis here is allowing for free entry of buy-to-rent investors. This helps to understand
why the LTT has different effects on BTO and BTR transactions. It also has implications for the distortions
created by transaction taxes. Since homeowners are more heavily affected by the same transaction tax rate
than investors, a higher tax rate increases distortions in the allocation of housing across the ownership and
rental markets.
This novel effect can be isolated by considering a hypothetical tax regime with different tax rates for
homeowners and investors. Taking the same increase in τh as before, the tax rate τk can be raised to such a
level that there is no change in the equilibrium homeownership rate. The required τk change for this is from
1.5% to 5.7%. The alternative tax system raises slightly more revenue (up 52% instead of 46%), but not much
because buy-to-rent investors are a small minority and do not transact frequently on average. Importantly, the
welfare loss in this case is considerably smaller, being only 42% of the extra revenue raised instead of 79%
with an equal increase in the tax rates τh and τk .
Intuitively, this exercise shuts down the extensive margin, keeping the homeownership rate unchanged by
putting up higher barriers to entry for investors. This offsets the implicit advantage investors have when the
tax rates are equal that comes from not needing to pay the LTT as often as owner-occupiers do. The welfare
loss is smaller because the unequal tax rates undo this distortion.
However, increasing τk ever further to raise the homeownership rate would ultimately lead to large welfare
costs as uncreditworthy households are forced into the ownership market because of a lack of rental properties.
This would result in their paying very high borrowing costs, the final term in the expression for welfare (44).
Deep-pocketed investors play an important role in providing access to housing without everyone needing to
pay credit costs.

5

Conclusions

Using a unique dataset on property sales and leasing transactions, this paper documents two novel effects of a
higher transaction tax. First, there is a rise in buy-to-rent transactions and a fall in owner-occupier transactions
despite the same tax applying to both. Second, there is a simultaneous fall in the price-to-rent ratio and in the
sales-to-leases ratio.
This paper builds a tractable model with free entry of investors and where households choose renting
or owning, with entry to the ownership market incurring a cost of accessing credit. The calibrated model
explains the empirical findings and points to a novel welfare cost of transaction taxes. A higher transaction
tax can distort the allocation of properties across the two markets by reducing the homeownership rate, as well
as distorting the allocation within the ownership market by reducing mobility. The calibrated model implies a
substantial welfare loss equivalent to 79% of the increase in tax revenue, with about 40% due to the analysis
allowing for the presence of a rental market.
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Appendices

A.1

Data and further estimation results and robustness checks

Table A.1: Descriptive statistics for the City of Toronto municipality
Pre-LTT
2006:1–2008:1
# BTO sales per year
# BTR sales per year
Time on the market (days, mean)
Time on the market (days, median)
Sale price (mean)
Sale price (median)
Price-rent ratio (mean)
Price-rent ratio (median)

Post-LTT
2008:2–2010:2
2008:2–2012:2

27,718
1,572
30.5
20
401,504
318,000
20.7
16.9

23,832
1,685
28.8
18
426,363
343,000
20.9
17.9

24,621
3,894
27.1
17
460,903
369,900
22.2
18.8

Whole sample
2006:1–2018:2
25,547
2,440
25.4
15
555,484
419,990
25.8
21.1

Source: City of Toronto Multiple Listing Service (MLS) residential transaction records (2006–2018).

Table A.2: Land transfer tax (LTT) rates by property value in the Greater Toronto Area
City of Toronto (effective from 1st February 2008)

Province of Ontario (effective from 7th May 1997)

$0–55,000
$55,000–400,000
$400,000+

$0–55,000
$55,000–250,000
$250,000–400,000
$400,000+

0.5%
1.0%
2.0%

0.5%
1.0%
1.5%
2.0%

Sources: Municipal Land Transfer Tax, City of Toronto, http://www.toronto.ca/taxes/mltt.htm; Provincial Land Transfer
Tax, Historical Land Transfer Tax Rates, Province of Ontario. Reproduced from Dachis, Duranton and Turner (2012).
Notes: For the municipal LTT, exemptions are given to first-time buyers for purchases below a value of $400,000, while for the
provincial LTT, the first-time buyer exemption value threshold is $227,500.
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Figure A.1: Volume of housing transactions across the Toronto Border

Sources: (a) Vertical axis is change in number of units transacted in an average postal code after the imposition of the LTT.
Horizontal axis is distance from the Toronto municipal border, negative distances are suburban, positive distances are Toronto.
Solid line gives mean percentage change in volume for the mean postal code as a function of distance. Dotted lines are 95% and
5%bootstrapped pointwise confidence bounds. (b) Vertical axis is percentage change in mean postal code transaction volume from
crossing the Toronto border in the months before and after the imposition of the LTT. Horizontal axis counts months from the
imposition of the LTT, with negative numbers indicating earlier months and positive numbers indicating later months. Reproduced
from Dachis, Duranton and Turner (2012).

Figure A.2: Geography of sample used for estimation
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Table A.3: Robustness checks on sales to owner-occupiers and buy-to-rent investors
Dependent variable

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Using 6-month cutoff to distinguish between buy-to-own and buy-to-rent transactions
log (#BTO sales)

-0.112*
(0.058)

-0.087
(0.065)

-0.138***
(0.043)

-0.122**
(0.054)

-0.166**
(0.071)

log (#BTR sales)

0.186***
(0.075)

0.185**
(0.083)

0.188***
(0.053)

0.193***
(0.061)

0.180*
(0.103)

Using 12-month cutoff to distinguish between buy-to-own and buy-to-rent transactions
log (#BTO sales)

-0.082*
(0.045)

-0.088*
(0.047)

-0.100**
(0.044)

-0.086*
(0.045)

-0.127*
(0.072)

log (#BTR sales)

0.160***
(0.064)

0.143**
(0.072)

0.142***
(0.047)

0.141**
(0.057)

0.155*
(0.086)

Using 24-month cutoff to distinguish between buy-to-own and buy-to-rent transactions
log (#BTO sales)

-0.107*
(0.059)

-0.079*
(0.042)

-0.119***
(0.045)

-0.098*
(0.056)

-0.158**
(0.073)

log (#BTR sales)

0.135**
(0.062)

0.137**
(0.067)

0.105***
(0.044)

0.093*
(0.051)

0.123
(0.077)

3km
Yes
Yes

3km
Yes
Yes

5km
Yes
Yes
Yes

5km
Yes
Yes
Yes
2km

2km
Yes
Yes

Distance threshold
City indicators ±3 m.
City time trends
Distance LTT trends
Donut hole

1km

Notes: Data comprise single-family-house transactions from January 2006 to February 2012. A unit of observation is a market
segment defined by community × year × month. Each cell of the table represents a separate regression of an outcome (specified
in the left column) on the LTT interaction dummy. All regressions include a dummy for the post-LTT period, City of Toronto
fixed effects, year fixed effects, calendar-month fixed effects, community fixed effects, and their interactions. In the specifications
above, distance threshold is the maximum distance to the Toronto city border for a transaction to be included in the sample. City
indicators ±3 m. are six dummy variables for transactions inside the City of Toronto during the last three months of 2007 and the
first three of 2008. City time trends indicates the presence of separate time trends for transactions inside and outside the City of
Toronto. Distance LTT trend denotes the inclusion of an interaction term between exposure to the new LTT and a dummy variable
for properties between 2.5km and 5km away from the city border. Robust standard errors are in parentheses, and *, **, and ***
denote statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels.
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Table A.4: Robustness checks on the moving hazard rate
(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

-0.156**
(0.074)
1,012,969

-0.176**
(0.089)
682,641

-0.218***
(0.063)
1,690,705

-0.243**
(0.110)
982,110

-0.147*
(0.089)
708,595

-0.125**
(0.061)
4,327,556

-0.169**
(0.074)
2,927,002

-0.179***
(0.048)
7,306,558

-0.213**
(0.071)
4,296,732

-0.162***
(0.047)
3,009,826

3km
Yes
Yes
Yes

3km
Yes
Yes
Yes

5km
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

5km
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
2km

2km
Yes
Yes
Yes

Sample period 2006–2010
LTT
Observations
Sample period 2006–2018
LTT
Observations
Distance threshold
House characteristics
City indicators ±3 m.
City time trends
Distance LTT trends
Donut hole

1km

Notes: For the moving hazard estimation, a unit of observation is a household whose property is listed on MLS between January
2006 to February 2012. Repeat sales transactions taking place within 18 months of one another are discarded. Households’
times between moves are assumed to follow a Weibull distribution. For time-on-the-market, a unit of observation is a transaction
recorded on MLS during the same period. All regressions include an indicator for the post-LTT period, an indicator for the city of
Toronto, property-type fixed effects interacted with a set of time-varying house characteristics, and city × property type, month
× property type, and community × property type fixed effects. Distance threshold is the maximum distance to the Toronto city
border for a transaction to be included. City indicators ±3 m. are six dummy variables for transactions inside the City of Toronto
during the last three months of 2007 and the first three of 2008. City time trends indicates the presence of separate time trends
for transactions inside and outside the City of Toronto. Distance LTT trend denotes the inclusion of an interaction term between
exposure to the new LTT and a dummy variable for properties between 2.5km and 5km away from the city border. Standard errors
clustered by community are in parentheses, and *, **, and *** denote statistical significance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels.

Figure A.3: Kaplan-Meier estimate of homeowners’ moving hazard function
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Table A.5: Robustness checks on sales prices at the market-segment level
Dependent variable

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

-0.0200***
(0.0053)
11,169

-0.0229***
(0.0055)
8,688

-0.0174***
(0.0042)
19,227

-0.0125**
(0.0052)
11,802

-0.0255***
(0.0069)
7,425

-0.0186**
(0.0061)
7,519

-0.0228***
(0.0064)
5,833

-0.0172***
(0.0049)
12,946

-0.0124**
(0.0061)
7,953

-0.0253***
(0.0080)
4,993

-0.0192***
(0.0049)
22,001

-0.0230***
(0.0052)
17,215

-0.0192***
(0.0039)
38,268

-0.0158***
(0.0049)
23,514

-0.0252**
(0.0065)
14,754

3km
Yes
Yes

3km
Yes
Yes

5km
Yes
Yes
Yes

5km
Yes
Yes
Yes
2km

2km
Yes
Yes

Sample period 2006–2012
log (Price)
Observations
Sample period 2006–2010
log (Price)
Observations
Sample period 2006–2018
log (Price)
Observations
Distance threshold
City indicators ±3 m.
City time trends
Distance LTT trends
Donut hole

1km

Notes: The estimation sample covers four types of properties: single-family houses, townhouses, condominiums, and apartments.
A unit of observation is a market segment defined by community × property type × year × month. The dependent variable is
the average sales price within each market segment. Each cell of the table represents a separate regression on the LTT interaction
dummy. All regressions include a dummy for the post-LTT period, and city × property type, year × property type, month ×
property type, and community × property type fixed effects. In the specifications above, distance threshold is the maximum
distance to the Toronto city border for a transaction to be included in the sample. City indicators ±3 m. are six dummy variables
for transactions inside the City of Toronto during the last three months of 2007 and the first three of 2008. City time trends
indicates the presence of separate time trends for transactions inside and outside the City of Toronto. Distance LTT trend denotes
the inclusion of an interaction term between exposure to the new LTT and a dummy variable for properties between 2.5km and
5km away from the city border. Robust standard errors are in parentheses, and *, **, and *** denote statistical significance at the
10%, 5%, and 1% levels.
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Figure A.4: Household stocks and flows in the model
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Figure A.5: Property stocks and flows in the model
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A.2
A.2.1

Deriving the equations of the model
The value functions and thresholds for homeowners and home-buyers

The value function H(ε) from (6) is increasing in ε. Assuming δo yo < xo for all t, by taking ε in a neighbourhood above
yo or any value below, the Bellman equation (6) reduces to the following as H(δo ε) < Bo +Uo :
rH(ε) = ε − M + ao (Bo +Uo − H(ε)) + ρ(Uo − H(ε)) + Ḣ(ε) .
This simplifies to
(r + ρ + ao )H(ε) − Ḣ(ε) = ε − M + ao Bo + (ρ + ao )Uo ,

(A.1)

and by differentiating both sides with respect to ε in the restricted range:
(r + ρ + ao )H ′ (ε) − Ḣ ′ (ε) = 1 .
For a given ε, this specifies a first-order differential equation in time t for H ′ (ε). Since H ′ (ε) is not a state variable, there
exists a unique stable solution H ′ (ε) = 1/(r + ρ + ao ), which is constant over time (Ḣ ′ (ε) = 0). As H ′ (ε) is independent
of ε, integration over match quality ε shows the value function H(ε) has the form
ε
, with Ḣ(ε) = Ḣ ,
(A.2)
H(ε) = H +
r + ρ + ao
¯
¯
where H is independent of ε, but may be time varying. This result is valid for ε in a neighbourhood above yo and all
¯
values below.
Substituting back into (A.1) shows that H satisfies the differential equation
¯
(r + ρ + ao )H − Ḣ = ao Bo + (ρ + ao )Uo − M .
(A.3)
¯ ¯
Since xo < yo , equation (32) together with (A.2) implies that
xo = (r + ρ + ao )(Bo +Uo − H) .
¯
Equation (28) for the surplus and the definition of the transaction threshold (29) imply that yo satisfies
H(yo ) = H(xo ) +Ch + (1 + τh )Cu + τhUo ,

(A.4)

(A.5)

and combining (A.2) with (A.5) yields
yo = xo + (r + ρ + ao )(Ch + (1 + τh )Cu + τhUo ) .

(A.6)

The surplus Σo (ε) is given in (28) and is divided according to (27). Equation (31) defines the expected surplus Σo . The
Bellman equation for a buyer (4) can thus be expressed as the following differential equation:
(r + ρ)Bo − Ḃo = (1 − ωo∗ )qo Σo − Fh .

(A.7)

The surplus from trade with an investor and its division are given in (40) and (42). Together with the surplus from trade
with a home-buyer, the Bellman equation of a seller (5) implies the differential equation
rUo − U̇o = θo qo (ωo∗ (1 − ξ )Σo + ωk∗ ξ Σk ) − M .

(A.8)

Using equations (25), (28), and (29), the expected surplus Σo in (31) can be written as
Z ∞

Σo =

yo

λo ζoλo ε −(λo +1) Σo (ε)dε

=

Z ∞
λo ζoλo ε −(λo +1) (H(ε) − H(yo ))
yo

1 + τh ωo∗

dε .

(A.9)

Make the following definition of H̄(ε) for an arbitrary level of match quality ε, and note the link with Σo :
Z ∞

H̄(ε) =

λo ε λo υ −(λo +1) (H(υ) − H(ε))dυ ,

where Σo =

υ=ε

o
ζoλo y−λ
o H̄(yo )
.
1 + τh ωo∗

(A.10)

Now restrict attention to ε such that δo ε < xo , so (6) implies rH(ε) = ε − M + ao (Bo + Uo − H(ε)) + ρ(Uo − H(ε)) +
Ḣ(ε). Since δo yo < xo , this limits ε to a neighbourhood above yo and all values below. Using (32):
r(H(υ) − H(ε)) = (υ − ε) + ao (max{H(δo υ), H(xo )} − H(υ)) − ao (H(xo ) − H(ε))
− ρ(H(υ) − H(ε)) + (Ḣ(υ) − Ḣ(ε)) ,
which holds for any υ ≥ ε. This simplifies to
(r + ρ + ao )(H(υ) − H(ε)) − (Ḣ(υ) − Ḣ(ε)) = (υ − ε) + ao max{H(δo υ) − H(xo ), 0} ,
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and multiplying both sides by λo ε λo υ −(λo +1) , integrating over υ, and using the definition of H̄(ε) in (A.10):
(r + ρ + ao )H̄(ε) − H̄˙ (ε) =

Z ∞

λo ε λo υ −(λo +1) ((υ − ε) + ao max{H(δo υ) − H(xo ), 0}) dυ ,

(A.11)

υ=ε

where the time derivative of H̄(ε) is obtained from (A.10):
H̄˙ (ε) =

Z ∞

λo ε λo υ −(λo +1) (Ḣ(υ) − Ḣ(ε))dυ .

υ=ε

In (A.11), the term in (υ − ε) integrates to ε/(λo − 1) using the formula for the mean of a Pareto distribution. The
second term is zero for υ < xo /δo because H(δo υ) is increasing in υ. Hence, equation (A.11) becomes
Z ∞
ε
(r + ρ + ao )H̄(ε) − H̄˙ (ε) =
+ ao ε λo
λo υ −(λo +1) (H(δo υ) − H(xo ))dυ ,
λo − 1
υ=xo /δo
and with the change of variable j = δo υ in the second integral, this can be written as
Z ∞
ε
λo j−(λo +1) (H( j) − H(xo ))d j .
(r + ρ + ao )H̄(ε) − H̄˙ (ε) =
+ ao δoλo ε λo
λo − 1
j=xo

(A.12)

Make the following definition of a new variable Xo :


Z ∞
λp
−(r+ρ+ao )(υ−t)
Xo (t) = (λo − 1) r + ρ + ao (1 − δo )
(r + ρ + ao )e
υ=t

Z ∞

λo ε

−(λo +1)


(H(ε, υ) − H(xo , υ))dε dυ . (A.13)

ε=xo

By differentiating with respect to time t this variable must satisfy the differential equation


λ
(r + ρ + ao )Xo − Ẋo = (λo − 1)(r + ρ + ao ) r + ρ + ao (1 − δo p ) xo−λo H̄(xo )

Z ∞
λ
= (λo − 1)(r + ρ + ao ) r + ρ + ao (1 − δo p )
λo ε −(λo +1) (H(ε) − H(xo ))dε , (A.14)
ε=xo

which uses the definition of H̄(ε) in (A.10). Substituting into equation (A.12):

 
λ
λ
o
o
ao δo ε (r + ρ + ao )Xo − Ẋo
1 

 ,
ε+
(r + ρ + ao )H̄(ε) − H̄˙ (ε) =
λ
λo − 1
(r + ρ + a ) r + ρ + a (1 − δo p )
o

o

and by collecting terms this can be written as



λo ε λo
a
δ
o
o
 Xo 
(r + ρ + ao ) H̄(ε) −
λ
(λo − 1)(r + ρ + ao ) r + ρ + ao (1 − δo p )


λo ε λo
a
δ
ε
o o

 Ẋo  =
.
− H̄˙ (ε) −
λp
λo − 1
(λo − 1)(r + ρ + ao ) r + ρ + ao (1 − δo )

Since the right-hand side is time invariant and none of the variables are predetermined, it follows for each fixed ε there
λ
is a unique stable solution for H̄(ε) − ao δoλo ε λo Xo /((λo − 1)(r + ρ + ao )(r + ρ + ao (1 − δo p ))) that is time invariant and
equal to ε/((λo − 1)(r + ρ + ao )). This demonstrates that for any given ε in a neighbourhood above yo or any value
below it, the function H̄(ε) is given by
!
1
ao δoλo ε λo
H̄(ε) =
ε+
Xo .
(A.15)
λ
(λo − 1)(r + ρ + ao )
r + ρ + ao (1 − δo p )
λ

Evaluating (A.15) at ε = xo and multiplying by (λo − 1)(r + ρ + ao )(r + ρ + ao (1 − δo p ))xo−λo :




λ
λ
(λo − 1)(r + ρ + ao ) r + ρ + ao (1 − δo p ) xo−λo H̄(xo ) = r + ρ + ao (1 − δo p ) xo1−λo + ao δoλo Xo ,
and substituting into (A.14) shows that Xo satisfies a differential equation in the moving threshold xo :




λ
λ
r + ρ + ao (1 − δo p ) Xo − Ẋo = r + ρ + ao (1 − δo p ) xo1−λo .
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(A.16)

Finally, evaluating (A.15) at ε = yo and substituting into (A.10):
ζoλo
Σo =
∗
(1 + τh ωo )(λo − 1)(r + ρ + ao )

o
y1−λ
o

+

ao δoλo
r + ρ + ao (1 − δoλo )

!
Xo

.

(A.17)

In summary, (A.3), (A.4), (A.6), (A.7), (A.8), (A.16), and (A.17) form a system of differential equations in yo , xo ,
Xo , Σo , H, Bo , and Uo , which take as given Σk , qo and ξ .
¯

A.2.2

The moving rate in the ownership market

The flow of owner-occupiers who move within the city is denoted by No , and the moving rate is no = No /ho . The group
of existing homeowners ho is made up of matches that formed at various points in the past and have survived to the
present. Moving requires that homeowners receive an idiosyncratic shock, which has arrival rate ao independent of
history. A measure ao ho of households thus decide whether to move.
All matches began as a viewing with some initial match quality ε. Using (1), the flow of viewings vh done by
home-buyers in the ownership market at a point in time is
vh = qo bh = (1 − ξ )θo qo uo .

(A.18)

Initial match quality drawn in viewings is from a Pareto(ζo , λo ) distribution (see 25). This match quality distribution has
been truncated when transaction decisions were made and possibly when subsequent idiosyncratic shocks have occurred.
Consider a group of surviving homeowners where initial match quality has been previously truncated at ε. This group
constitutes a fraction ζoλo ε −λo of the initial measure of viewings, and the distribution of ε conditional ¯on survival is
Pareto(ε, λo ). Among this¯ group, consider those whose current match quality is a multiple ∆ of original match quality
¯ ∆ is equal to δ raised to the power of the number of past shocks received.
ε, where
o
Now consider a new idiosyncratic shock. Current match quality becomes ε ′ = δo ∆ ε in terms of initial match quality
ε. Moving is optimal if ε ′ < xo , so only those with initial match quality ε ≥ xo /(δo ∆ ) survive. Since δo < 1 and
δo yo < xo , there is a range of variation in thresholds yo and xo that ensures xo /(δo ∆ ) > ε. Given the Pareto distribution,
the proportion of the surviving group that does not move after the new shock is ε λo (x¯o /(δo ∆ ))−λo = xo−λo δoλo ∆ λo ε λo .
¯
¯
Since that surviving group is a fraction ζoλo ε −λo of the original set of viewings, those
that do not move after the new
¯
−λ
λ
λ
λ
λ
−λ
λ
−λ
λ
λ
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
shock are a fraction xo δo ∆ ε × ζo ε
= (ζo xo δo ) × ∆ of that set of viewings. This is independent of any
¯ to the properties
¯
past truncation thresholds ε owing
of the Pareto distribution.
¯
The measure of the group
choosing not to move after a new shock does depend on the total accumulated size ∆
of past idiosyncratic shocks. Let Ξo be the integral of ∆ λo over the measure of current and past viewings done by
households who have not yet exited the city. Since the size of the group choosing not to move is a common multiple
ζoλo xo−λo δoλo of ∆ λo , the measure of those choosing not to move after a new shock is ao ζoλo xo−λo δoλo Ξo . Therefore, the
size of the group of movers is
No = ao ho − ao ζoλo xo−λo δoλo Ξo .

(A.19)

Since the arrival of idiosyncratic shocks is independent of history, a fraction ao of the group used to define Ξo have ∆ λo
reduced to δoλo ∆ λo . Exit from the group occurs at rate ρ, and new viewings occur that start from ∆ λo = 1 with measure
vh from (A.18). The differential equation for Ξo is thus
Ξ̇o = vh + ao (δoλo Ξo − Ξo ) − ρΞo .

(A.20)

Define the following weighted average of current and past levels of home-buyer viewings vh :
Z t

λo

(ρ + ao (1 − δoλo ))e−(ρ+ao (1−δo

v̄h (t) =

))(t−υ)

vh (υ)dυ ,

υ→−∞

and note that it satisfies the differential equation
v̄˙h + (ρ + ao (1 − δoλo ))v̄h = (ρ + ao (1 − δoλo ))vh .

(A.21)

A comparison of (A.20) and (A.21) shows that Ξo = v̄h /(ρ
equation for the moving rate no = No /ho :
no = ao −

ao ζoλo δoλo xo−λo v̄h
(ρ + ao (1 − δoλo ))ho

+ ao (1 − δoλo )),

and substituting this into (A.19) yields an

.

(A.22)

Using the formula for v̄h (t) above and (A.18), this confirms equation (33) for the moving rate no .
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A.2.3

The threshold and value functions in the rental market

By adding together the Bellman equations (8) and (10) for the landlord and tenant value functions:
r(L(ε) +W (ε)) = ε − M − Ml + (ρ + al )(Ul − L(ε)) + ρl (Uo − L(ε)) + (1 − γ)nl (Bl −W (ε))
+ γnl (Gm (Z)(Bo − χ̄) + (1 − Gm (Z))Bl −W (ε)) − ρW (ε) + L̇(ε) + Ẇ (ε) .
Letting J(ε) = L(ε) + W (ε) denote the joint value, this can be rearranged and simplified, noting Bo − Bl = Z and
nl = al + ρl from (14) and (34):
˙ .
(r + ρ + nl )J(ε) = ε − M − Ml + (ρ + al )Ul + ρl Uo + nl Bl + γnl Gm (Z)(Z − χ̄) + J(ε)

(A.23)

Differentiating with respect to ε leads to the differential equation
(r + ρ + nl )J ′ (ε) = 1 + J˙′ (ε) .
This differential equation has a unique non-explosive solution for J ′ (ε) for any given value of ε:
J ′ (ε) =

1
.
r + ρ + nl

This time-invariant solution (J˙′ (ε) = 0) implies the solution for J(ε) takes the following form:
ε
J(ε) = J +
,
(A.24)
¯ r + ρ + nl
˙ = J˙ shows that J satisfies the
where J can be time varying in general. Substituting back into (A.23) and noting J(ε)
¯
¯
¯
differential equation
(r + ρ + nl )J = nl Bl + (ρ + al )Ul + ρl Uo − M − Ml + γnl Gm (Z)(Z − χ̄) + J˙.
¯
¯
The joint rental surplus from (35) is linked to J(ε) by
Σl (ε) = J(ε) −Cl −Cw − Bl −Ul ,

(A.25)

(A.26)

and together with (A.24), the definition of the rental transaction threshold yl in (37) implies
yl = (r + ρ + nl )(Bl +Ul − J +Cl +Cw ) .
(A.27)
¯
Using (37), (A.24), and (A.26), it follows that Σl (ε) = (ε − yl )/(r + ρ + al ). The Pareto distribution in (25) then implies
the expected rental surplus from (39) is
λ

Σl =

1−λ

ζl l yl l
.
(λl − 1)(r + ρ + nl )

(A.28)

Using Σll (ε) = L(ε) + Π (ε) −Cl −Ul = ωl Σl (ε), (35), and (39), the Bellman equation (7) for Ul becomes
(r + ρl )Ul − U̇l = ωl θl ql Σl − M + ρl Uo ,
and similarly, with

Σlw (ε) = W (ε) − Π (ε) −Cw − Bl

(A.29)
= (1 − ωl )Σl , the Bellman equation (9) for Bl becomes

(r + ρ)Bl − Ḃl = (1 − ωl )ql Σl − Fw .

(A.30)

The credit cost threshold Z satisfies (14). In summary, equations (A.25), (A.27), (A.28), (A.29), (A.30), and (14)
determine yl , Z, Σl , J, Bl , and Ul .
¯
The Bellman equation
(8) can be written as follows:
(r + ρ + nl )(L(ε) −Ul ) = R(ε) − M − Ml − (r + ρl )Ul + ρl Uo + L̇(ε) ,
and substituting from (A.29) implies that rents R(ε) are
R(ε) = Ml + ωl θl ql Σl + (r + ρ + nl )(L(ε) −Ul ) − (L̇(ε) − U̇l ) .
Since Λ l (ε) = L(ε) −Ul , which entails L̇(ε) − U̇l = Λ̇ l (ε), the division of the surplus Λ l (ε) = ωl Λ (ε) implies

R(ε) = Ml + ωl θl ql Σl + ωl (r + ρ + nl )Λ (ε) − Λ̇ (ε) .
By substituting from equation (35) and noting Σl (ε) = Λ (ε) − (Cl +Cw ), the expression for rents becomes

R(ε) = Ml + ωl (r + ρ + nl )(Cw +Cl ) + ωl θl ql Σl + ωl (r + ρ + nl )Σl (ε) − Σ̇l (ε) .
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Noting that Σ̇l (ε) = −ẏl /(r + ρ + nl ) for all ε, and using the definition of average rents R from (38):


Σl
ẏl
R = Ml + ωl (r + ρ + nl )(Cw +Cl ) + ωl θl ql Σl + ωl (r + ρ + nl ) +
,
πl r + ρ + n l
which can be written as
R = Ml + ωl (r + ρ + nl )(Cl +Cw ) + ωl (r + ρ + nl + θl ql πl )

A.2.4

ωl
Σl
+
ẏl .
πl r + ρ + nl

(A.31)

The relationship between market tightness across the two markets

The total measures of properties in (11) and households in (12) together with the definitions of the fraction of investors
and market tightnesses from (1) imply
((1 − ξ ) θo − 1) uo + (θl − 1) ul = ψ − 1 ,

(A.32)

which yields a relationship between the market tightnesses θo and θl across the two markets given stocks of properties
for sale uo and properties for rent ul , and the fraction ξ of investors among buyers.

A.2.5

Average match quality and the average value functions

Let Ψh denote the integral of ε over all current owner-occupiers. There is a flow of vh πo of new owner-occupier matches,
and using (1), (18), and (A.18), the size of this flow can be expressed as (1 − κ)so uo . Since the transaction threshold
is yo , the Pareto distribution (25) implies the average value of ε in these new matches is λo yo /(λo − 1), so these new
matches add to Ψh at rate (1 − κ)so uo λo yo /(λo − 1) over time.
Matches are destroyed (sending the contribution to Ψh to zero) if households exit the city or match-quality shocks
arrive and households choose to move. Households exit the city at rate ρ, reducing Ψh by ρΨh . Match-quality shocks
arrive randomly at rate ao for the measure ho of owner-occupiers, leading to a flow No of movers out of the group ao ho
receiving a shock, which reduces the contribution to Ψh of those No to zero. For the group of size ao ho − No that receives
a shock but does not move, the conditional distribution of surviving match quality ε is truncated at xo , which is a Pareto
distribution with shape parameter λo across all cohorts within that group. The mean of the truncated distribution is
therefore λo xo /(λo − 1). Putting together all these effects on Ψh , the following differential equation must hold:


λo xo
λo yo
+ No × 0 + (ao ho − No ) ×
− aoΨh − ρΨh .
Ψ̇h = (1 − κ)so uo
λo − 1
λo − 1
Average match quality among owner-occupiers is Qh = Ψh /ho , and thus Q̇h = Ψ̇h /ho − (ḣo /ho )Qh = Ψ̇h /ho − (((1 −
κ)so uo /ho ) − (no + ρ))Qh , where the second equation uses the differential equation for ho in (22). Together with the
equation for Ψ̇h above and the definition of the moving rate no = No /ho , average match quality Qh must satisfy the
differential equation (45).
Let Ψl denote the equivalent summation of surviving match quality in the rental market. Rental viewings occur at
rate vl = ql bl , and with leasing threshold yl for match quality, these add to Ψl at rate ql πl λl yl bl /(λl − 1) over time. Using
(1) and (19), the flow increment to Ψl is sl ul λl yl /(λl − 1). Matches are destroyed if households exit the city (rate ρ),
landlords must sell up (rate ρl ), or match quality falls to zero (rate al ). The differential equation for Ψl is thus Ψ̇l =
sl ul (λl yl /(λl − 1)) − (al + ρl + ρ)Ψl . Average match quality for tenants is Ql = Ψl /hl , hence Q̇l = (Ψ̇l /hl ) − (ḣl /hl )Ql ,
and by substituting ḣl /hl = (sl ul /hl ) − (nl + ρ) from (23), the differential equation for Ql is (46), which uses nl = al + ρl
from (34).
Let Gh (ε) denote the distribution function of current match quality ε. The average homeowner value function H(ε)
across all ho current matches and the integral of these values are denoted by H and Θ :
Z

H=

Z

H(ε)dGh (ε) ,

and Θ = ho H =

where ς (ε) = ho G′h (ε) .

Ḣ(ε)ς (ε) + H(ε)ς̇ (ε) dε and hence

H(ε)ς (ε)dε ,

ε

ε

R

Differentiating Θ with respect to time implies Θ̇ = ε
Z
Z

rΘ − Θ̇ =
rH(ε) − Ḣ(ε) ς (ε)dε − H(ε)ς̇ (ε)dε .
ε

(A.33)

ε

Shocks scaling down match quality ε to δo ε occur with arrival rate ao , which triggers moving if match quality falls
below xo . There is also exogenous exit from the city at rate ρ. New matches form at rate Sh and begin with ε having
distribution function Go (ε)/πo for ε ≥ yo , where πo = 1 − Go (yo ). The dynamics of the density function ς (ε) = ho G′h (ε)
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describing the distribution of ε across all matches are thus:


−(ao + ρ)ς (ε)
ς̇ (ε) = ao δo−1 ς (δo−1 ε) − (ao + ρ)ς (ε)


(Sh /πo )G′o (ε) + ao δo−1 ς (δo−1 ε) − (ao + ρ)ς (ε)

if ε < xo
if xo ≤ ε < yo .
if yo ≤ ε

It follows that
Sh
H(ε)ς̇ (ε)dε =
πo
ε

Z

ao
H(ε)dGo (ε) +
δo
ε=yo

Z



Z

H(ε)ς
ε=xo

ε
δo



Z

= qo bh

dε − (ao + ρ)ho H
Z

H(ε)dGo (ε) + ao
ε=yo

ε=xo /δo

H(δo ε)ς (ε)dε − (ao + ρ)ho H , (A.34)

which uses Sh = qo πo bh and a change of variable ε ′ = ε/δo in the second term. Using the Bellman equation (6) for H(ε)
and the definitions of the average homeowner value H and average match quality Qh :
Z
ε

− ao

ε

Z

Z

H(ε)ς (ε)dε + ρ
ε

Z xo /δo

∞

Z
Z

rH(ε) − Ḣ(ε) ς (ε)dε = (ε − M)dς (ε) + ao

ε=xo /δo

H(δo ε)ς (ε)dε + ao (Bo +Uo )

(Uo − H(ε))ς (ε)dε = (Qh − M)ho + ao

ε

ς (ε)dε
ε=0

Z ∞
ε=xo /δo

+ no (Bo +Uo )ho − ao Hho + ρ(Uo − H)ho ,

H(δo ε)ς (ε)dε
Z xo /δo

ao ς (ε) = no ho . (A.35)

where
ε=0

The final equation links the number of moves no ho within the city to the integral of ao ς (ε) up to ε = xo /δo . Substituting
equations (A.34) and (A.35) into (A.33):
rΘ − Θ̇ = (Qh − M)ho + no (Bo +Uo ) + ρUo − qo bh

Z

H(ε)dGo (ε) .
ε=yo

Since H = Θ /ho implies Ḣ = Θ̇ /ho − H ḣo /ho , the equation above and (22) for ḣo imply the average homeowner value
function satisfies the following Bellman equation, noting (1 − κ)so uo = πo qo bh :
 Z

πo qo bh 1
H(ε)dGo (ε) − H + Ḣ .
(A.36)
rH = Qh − M − no (H − Bo −Uo ) − ρ(H −Uo ) −
ho
πo ε=yo
Let L, W , and R̄ be the average values of L(ε), W (ε), and R(ε) across the distribution of match quality ε for all surviving
matches in the rental market. The same method used to derive (A.36) can be applied to show the equivalent for L of the
Bellman equation (8) for L(ε) is:
 Z

πl ql bl 1
rL = R̄ − M − Ml − (al + ρ)(L −Ul ) − ρl (L −Uo ) −
L(ε)dGl (ε) − L + L̇ ,
(A.37)
hl
πl ε=yl
and the equivalent of (10) in terms of W is as follows, where Ql is average rental match quality:
rW = Ql − R̄ − (1 − γ)nl (W − Bl ) − γnl (W − Gm (Z)(Bo − χ̄) − (1 − Gm (Z))Bl )
 Z

πl ql bl 1
− ρW −
W (ε)dGl (ε) −W + Ẇ . (A.38)
hl
πl ε=yl

A.2.6

Welfare

With H, L, and W denoting the average values of H(ε), L(ε), and W (ε) over the distributions of all surviving matches,
aggregate welfare Ω is defined as follows:
Ω = ho H + hl (L +W ) + bh Bo + bl Bl + bk K + uoUo + ul Ul + Ωτ + Ωe ,

(A.39)

where Ωτ is the present value of the stream of tax revenue Γ = τh PSh + τk Pk Sk , and Ωe is the expected present values of
new entrants to the city. Differentiating Ω with respect to t shows it satisfies the differential equation:
rΩ = ho (rH − Ḣ) + hl (rL − L̇) + hl (rW − Ẇ ) + bk (rK − K̇) + bh (rBo − Ḃl ) + bl (rBl − Ḃl )
+ uo (rUo − U̇o ) + ul (rUl − U̇l ) + (rΩτ − Ω̇τ ) + (rΩe − Ω̇e ) − H ḣo − (L +W )ḣl
− Bo ḃh − Bl ḃl − K ḃk − Uo u̇o − Ul u̇l + Ω̇ .
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Substituting Bellman equations (3), (4), (5), (7), (9), (A.36), (A.37), (A.38), rΩτ = τh PSh +τk Pk Sk + Ω̇τ , rΩe = ρψ((1−
Gm (Z))Bl + Gm (Z)(Bo − χ̄)) + Ω̇e , and laws of motion (16), (17), (20), (21), (22), and (23):


 Z
πo qo bh 1
H(ε)dGo (ε) − H
rΩ = ho Qh − M + no (Bo +Uo − H) + ρ(Uo − H) −
ho
πo ε=yo

 Z

πl ql bl 1
+ hl R̄ − M − Ml + (al + ρ)(Ul − L) + ρl (Uo − L) −
L(ε)dGl (ε) − L
hl
πl ε=yl

+ hl Ql − R̄ + (1 − γ)nl (Bl −W ) + γnl (Gm (Z)(Bo − χ̄) + (1 − Gm (Z))Bl −W )
 Z

πl ql bl 1
− ρW −
W (ε)dGl (ε) −W
+ bk (−Fk + qoUl − qo (1 + τk )Pk − qoCk − qo K)
hl
πl ε=yl


Z
+ bh −Fh + qo
H(ε)dGo (ε) − qo πo (1 + τh )P − qo πoCh − qo πo Bo − ρBo
ε=yo


Z
+ bl −Fw + ql
W (ε)dGo (ε) − ql πl Π − ql πl Cw − ql πl Bl − ρBl + (τh PSh + τk Pk Sk )
ε=yl

+ uo (−M + θo qo (1 − ξ )πo P − θo qo (1 − ξ )πoCu − θo qo (1 − ξ )πoUo + qo θo ξ Pk − qo θo ξCu − qo θo ξUo )


Z
+ ul −M + θl ql
L(ε)dGo (ε) + θl ql πl Π − θl ql πl Cl − θl ql πl Ul + ρl Uo − ρl Ul
ε=yl

− H ((1 − κ)so uo − (no + ρ)ho ) − (L +W ) (sl ul − (nl + ρ)hl ) −Uo ((no + ρ)ho + ρl (hl + ul ) − so uo )
−Ul ((al + ρ)hl + κso uo − (sl + ρ)ul ) − Bo (no ho + (γnl hl + ρψ)Gm (Z) − (qo πo + ρ)bh )
− Bl ((1 − γ)nl hl + (γnl hl + ρψ)(1 − Gm (Z)) − (ql πl + ρ)bl ) − K ḃk
+ ρψ ((1 − Gm (Z))Bl + Gm (Z)(Bo − χ̄)) + Ω̇ . (A.40)
Observe that all the value functions on the right-hand side cancel out, reflecting transitions of particular individuals
between states. For H, note that (1 − κ)so uo = πo qo bh ; for L and W , note that sl ul = πl ql bl and nl = al + ρl ; for
the integral over L(ε), θl ql ul = ql bl ; for Uo , θo qo ((1 − ξ )πo + ξ ) = so ; for Ul , θl ql πl = sl ; and K = 0 because of the
free-entry condition (A.51)
Next, observe that payments of rent R̄ and initial tenancy fees Π cancel out from (A.40) (noting bl = θl ul ), as do
house prices P and Pk (noting θo (1 − ξ )uo = bh and θo ξ uo = bk ). This is because such payments are simply transfers
among individuals that net out. The same is true for prices inclusive of tax (noting Sh = qo πo bh and Sk = qo bk ) because
of the assumption that tax revenue is used to provide public goods.
With value functions, rents, and prices cancelling out from (A.40), the Bellman equation for welfare Ω is (44),
where the coefficient of M comes from noting ho + hl + uo + ul = 1 and the coefficients on transaction costs come from
Sh = qo πo bh , Sk = qo bk , So = Sh + Sk = qo θo ((1 − ξ )πo + ξ )uo , and Sl = θl ql πl ul = ql πl bl .

A.3

Existence of a steady state and the solution method

Equations for a steady state In a steady state where Ḃo = 0 and U̇o = 0, the Bellman equations (A.7) and (A.8)
become
(r + ρ)Bo = −Fh + (1 − ωo∗ )qo Σo ,

and

(A.41)

rUo = θo qo ((1 − ξ )ωo∗ Σo + ξ ωk∗ Σk ) − M .

(A.42)

Substituting from (A.8) into (A.6):



M θo qo ((1 − ξ )ωo∗ Σo + ξ ωk∗ Σk )
yo = xo + (r + ρ + ao ) Ch +Cu + τh Cu − +
.
r
r

(A.43)

The joint surplus Σk = Fk /(1 − ωk∗ )qo from selling to an investor comes from equation (43). In a steady state with Ḣ = 0,
¯ )−
(A.3) implies that (r + ρ + ao )H = ao Bo + (ρ + ao )Uo − M. Substituting into (A.4) implies xo = (r + ρ + ao )(Bo +U
o
¯
ao Bo − (ρ + ao )Uo + M and hence
xo = M + (r + ρ)Bo + rUo .
Then substituting the values of Bo and Uo from (A.41) and (A.42) yields
xo + Fh = (1 − ωo∗ + (1 − ξ )ωo∗ θo ) qo Σo + θo qo ξ ωk∗ Σk .
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(A.44)

With Ẋo = 0 in steady state, equation (A.16) shows that Xo = xo1−λo . Substitution into (A.17) implies the expected joint
surplus is


λ
1−λ
λ
o
o
o
ao δo xo
ζo
o
y1−λ
 .

+
(A.45)
Σo =
o
(r + ρ + ao )(λo − 1)(1 + τh ωo∗ )
r + ρ + a 1 − δoλo
o

The average transaction price P from (30) can be written as follows by using equation (A.42) for Uo :

 ∗ 
θo qo ξ ωk∗ Σk
r + θo qo (1 − ξ )πo
ωo Σo
M
P=
+
+Cu − .
r
πo
r
r

(A.46)

With Ḃl = 0 and U̇l = 0, the Bellman equations (A.29) and (A.30) become
rBl = −Fw + (1 − ωl )ql Σl − ρBl , and

(A.47)

(r + ρl )Ul = ωl θl ql Σl − M + ρl Uo .

(A.48)

In steady state, J˙ = 0, which yields (r + ρ + nl )J = nl Bl + (ρ + al )Ul + ρl Uo − M − Ml + γnl Gm (Z)(Z − χ̄) using (A.25).
¯ (A.27) and using n = a + ρ ¯implies
Substituting into
l
l
l
yl = M + Ml + (r + ρ)Bl + (r + ρl )Ul − ρl Uo + (r + ρ + nl )(Cl +Cw ) − γnl Gm (Z)(Z − χ̄) ,
and by using (A.47) and (A.48) this becomes
yl = Ml − Fw + (r + nl + ρ)(Cw +Cl ) − γnl Gm (Z)(Z − χ̄) + (1 − ωl + ωl θl )ql Σl .

(A.49)

The rent equation (A.31) in steady state is
R = Ml + ωl (r + ρ + nl )(Cl +Cw ) + ωl (r + ρ + nl + θl ql πl )

Σl
.
πl

(A.50)

Multiplying both sides of (42) by r + ρl and substituting for (r + ρl )Ul from (A.48) leads to
ωl θl ql Σl = M − ρl Uo + (r + ρl )(1 + τk )Uo + (r + ρl ) ((1 + τk )Cu +Ck + (1 + τk ωk∗ )Σk ) .
Using (r + ρl )(1 + τk )Uo − ρl Uo = (1 + τk (1 + (ρl /r))rUo and substituting from (A.42) implies:


ρl 
ω l θl q l Σ l = 1 + τk 1 +
θo qo ((1 − ξ )ωo∗ Σo + ξ ωk∗ Σk )
r

ρl 
+ (r + ρl ) ((1 + τk )Cu +Ck + (1 + τk ωk∗ )Σk ) − τk 1 +
M . (A.51)
r
By substituting Bo and Bl from (A.41) and (A.47) into (14):
(1 − ωo∗ )qo Σo − (1 − ωl )ql Σl = (r + ρ)Z + Fh − Fw .

(A.52)

The price paid by investors in equilibrium is obtained from (41) and (A.42):
θo qo ((1 − ξ )ωo∗ Σo + ξ ωk∗ Σk ) − M
+ ωk∗ Σk .
r
Imposing a steady state Q̇h = 0 and Q̇l = 0 in the match quality equations (45) and (46) implies


λo
no + ρ
ao − no
λl
Qh =
yo +
xo , and Ql =
yl ,
λo − 1 ao + ρ
ao + ρ
λl − 1
Pk = Cu +

(A.53)

which also make use of ḣo = 0, ḣl = 0, and (22) and (23).
The solution method is to reduce the problem to a numerical search over the fraction ξ of investors among buyers
and ownership-market tightness θo to find the roots of two equations representing equilibrium in the ownership and
rental markets.

Ownership-market transaction threshold Conditional on ξ and θo , within this search, there is also a numerical

search to find the transaction threshold yo in the ownership market. Equation (43) implies qo Σk = Fk /(1 − ωk∗ ) and
equation (A.44) implies qo Σo = (xo + Fh − ξ θo qo ωk∗ Σk )/(1 − ωo∗ + (1 − ξ )ωo∗ θo ). Together:


(1 − ωo∗ )ωk∗
ωo∗ θo
∗
∗
(1 − ξ )(xo + Fh ) + ξ ∗
θo qo ((1 − ξ )ωo Σo + ξ ωk Σk ) =
Fk .
1 − ωo∗ + (1 − ξ )ωo∗ θo
ωo (1 − ωk∗ )
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Taking a value of yo , the moving threshold xo must satisfy (A.43), and substituting the expression above yields a linear
equation for xo that can be solved in terms of yo :



ξ (1−ωo∗ )ωk∗ Fk
θo ωo∗
(1−ξ )Fh
yo − (r + ρ + ao ) Ch + (1 + τh )Cu − τh Mr + τh 1−ω ∗ +(1−ξ
+
∗
∗
∗
r
ωo (1−ωk )r
)ωo θo
o


xo =
.
(A.54)
(1−ξ )ωo∗ θo
r+ρ+ao 
1 + τh 1−ω ∗ +(1−ξ )ω ∗ θo
r
o

o

Now combine equations (43), (A.44), (A.45), and substitute qo = Ao θo−ηo from (24):
!
ξ θo ωk∗ Fk
(1 − ωo∗ + (1 − ξ )ωo∗ θo )Ao θo−ηo ζoλo
ao δoλo xo1−λo
1−λo
−
xo + Fh −
= 0.
y
+
o
(1 + τh ωo∗ )(r + ρ + ao )(λo − 1)
1 − ωk∗
r + ρ + ao (1 − δoλo )

(A.55)

Observe that the left-hand side of (A.55) is strictly increasing in xo and yo . As the value of xo implied by (A.54) is
strictly increasing in yo , it follows that any solution of (A.54) and (A.55) for xo and yo is unique. Since the left-hand
side of (A.55) is sure to be positive for large yo and xo , existence of a solution can be confirmed by checking whether the
left-hand side is negative at yo = ζo , the minimum value of yo .

Ownership-market variables Once yo is found, the transaction probability in the ownership market conditional

on a viewing is πo = (ζo /yo )λo . This yields κ from (18) given the value of ξ . Moreover, given that qo = Ao θo−ηo is
known conditional on θo , the sales rate so is found using (19). The moving threshold xo is obtained from (A.54), and
it can be verified whether δo yo < xo is satisfied. The surplus Σo is found by substituting the thresholds into (A.45), and
Σk = Fk /((1 − ωk∗ )qo ) comes from (43).
A steady state has u̇o = 0 and ḣo = 0, so (20) and (22) require
so uo = (no + ρ)ho + ρl (hl + ul ) ,

and

(A.56)

(1 − κ)so uo = (no + ρ)ho .

(A.57)

Since (11) implies hl + ul = 1 − ho − uo , dividing both sides of (A.56) by ρl > 0 and substituting for hl + ul implies
uo + ho − ((no + ρ)/ρl )ho + (so /ρl )uo = 1. Equation (A.57) implies ho = ((1 − κ)so /(no + ρ))uo , and substituting into
the previous equation for uo and solving:
uo =

1
1+

(1−κ)so
no +ρ

+

κso
ρl

,

and ho =

(1 − κ)so
uo .
no + ρ

(A.58)

This yields the homeownership rate h from the formula given in section 3.7.
Evaluating the moving rate equation (33) at a steady state and substituting ζoλo = πo yλo o :
 λo
ao δoλo xyoo
(1 − ξ )θo qo πo uo


no = ao −
.
λo
ho
ρ + a 1 − δo
o

Equations (18) and (19) imply that (1 − ξ )θo qo πo = (1 − κ)so , and hence using (A.57), (1 − ξ )θo qo πo uo /ho = no + ρ.
Substituting this into the above yields an equation in no , which has the solution given in footnote 26.

Rental-market variables The moving rate nl = al + ρl in the rental market is given by parameters according to
(34). Conditional on θo and ξ , there is also a numerical search for the transaction threshold yl in the rental market.
Given a value of yl , the implied transaction probability from (38) is πl = (ζl /yl )λl . Using the formula (A.28) for the
rental-market surplus:
πl yl
Σl =
.
(λl − 1)(r + ρ + nl )
Observe that ωl θl ql Σl = ωl yl sl /((λl − 1)(r + ρ + nl )), where sl = θl ql πl is the letting rate from (19). By using this to
substitute for the left-hand side of the equation (A.51), the letting rate implied by yl is


ρl 
(λl − 1)(r + ρ + nl ) 
sl =
1 + τk 1 +
θo qo ((1 − ξ )ωo∗ Σo + ξ ωk∗ Σk )
ωl yl
r


ρl 
∗
+ (r + ρl ) ((1 + τk )Cu +Ck + (1 + τk ωk )Σk ) − τk 1 +
M , (A.59)
r
where the surpluses Σo and Σk were obtained when the ownership-market variables were found. Equation (2) gives the
−η
1−η
meeting rate ql = Al θl l , and hence the letting rate sl = θl ql πl satisfies sl = Al πl θl l . The implied market tightness
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in the rental market is

 1
1−ηl
sl
θl =
,
Al πl

(A.60)
−η

and this also gives ql = Al θl l .
In steady state, u̇l = 0 and ḣl = 0, hence equations (21) and (23) require
(sl + ρl )ul = (al + ρ)hl + κso uo ,

and

(A.61)

sl ul = (nl + ρ)hl .

(A.62)

Equations (11) and (A.62) imply hl + ul = 1 − ho − uo and hl = (sl /(nl + ρ))ul . Combining these two equations and
using the known values of ho and uo :
ul =

1 − ho − uo
,
l
1 + n s+ρ

and

l

hl =

sl
ul .
nl + ρ

(A.63)

Since (11) will hold and (A.56), (A.57), and (A.62) have been imposed, equation (A.61) holds automatically.
The steady state also has ḃh = 0 and ḃl = 0, which means that the following must hold:
(qo πo + ρ)bh = no ho + (γnl hl + ρψ)Gm (Z) ,

and

(A.64)

(ql πl + ρ)bl = (1 − γ)nl hl + (γnl hl + ρψ)(1 − Gm (Z)) .

(A.65)

Since (1) implies bh = (1 − ξ )θo uo , which is known, the value of Gm (Z) is obtained by rearranging (A.64):
Gm (Z) =

(ρ + qo πo )(1 − ξ )θo uo − no ho
,
γnl hl + ρψ

and it can be checked that Gm (Z) is a well defined probability. Given that (12) will hold along with (A.57), (A.62), and
(A.64), equation (A.65) is satisfied automatically. The threshold Z is obtained by inverting equation (26) with the known
probability Gm (Z):
−1 (G

Z = eµ+σ Φ

m (Z))

,

and the average credit cost χ̄ follows immediately from (26) using Z. Finally, with all these variables known conditional
on yl , the value of yl itself can be found by searching for a solution of equation (A.49). It can be checked whether the
solution satisfies yl > ζl .

Criteria for the fraction of investors and market tightness Finally, two equations are needed to pin down the
fraction of investors among buyers and ownership-market tightness. Conditional on each pair of values of ξ and θo , the
steps above show how θl , uo , and ul can be calculated. With these, the first criterion to be checked is equation (A.32).
The second criterion is the indifference threshold condition (A.52), where qo , ql , Σo , Σl , and Z can be obtained as above
for given ξ and θo . Searching over values of ξ and θo that satisfy these two criteria, the equilibrium is found.

Moving hazard function in the ownership market Let κ(T ) denote the steady-state survival function of matches
in the ownership market. This gives the fraction of matches that remain in existence after T years have elapsed. Assume
the transaction and moving thresholds yo and xo remain constant over time.
In order for a match to survive for T years, first, the household must not leave the city during that time. With
constant exit rate ρ, this has probability e−ρT . Second, the household must choose to remain after any shocks to
idiosyncratic match quality have occurred. These shocks arrive independently at rate ao , so the number of shocks j that
occur over a period of time T has a Poisson(ao T ) distribution. The probability of exactly j shocks is e−ao T (ao T ) j / j! for
j = 0, 1, 2, . . ..
If initial match quality is ε, after j shocks, match quality is now equal to ε ′ = δoj ε. The household chooses not to
move house if ε ′ ≥ xo , which is equivalent to ε ≥ xo /δoj in terms of initial match quality ε (and if this condition holds
for some j then it also holds for any smaller j because δo < 1 and xo remains constant over time). New match quality
has a Pareto(yo , λo ) distribution, so the probability that ε ≥ xo /δoj is ((xo /δoj )/yo )−λo . This is well defined if xo /δoj > yo ,
which is true for all j ≥ 1 because δo yo < xo . With zero shocks ( j = 0), households remain in the same property unless
they leave the city.
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The fraction of households who remain in the same property for T years is therefore

! 
!
 λo ∞
j −λo
∞
j
yo
(a
T
)
x
/δ
(ao δoλo T ) j
o
o o
−(ao +ρ)T
−ρT  −ao T
−ao T

=e
1+
κ(T ) = e
e
+∑e
∑
j!
yo
xo
j!
j=1
j=1
!
!
 λo 
 λo
 λo 


yo
yo
yo
− ao (1−δoλo )+ρ T
−(ao +ρ)T
ao δoλo T
=e
1+
−1
−
e
=
e
− 1 e−(ao +ρ)T .
xo
xo
xo
The implied hazard function is given by ℏ(T ) = −κ ′ (T )/κ(T ), which follows immediately from the above:
 



λo
  λo − ao (1−δoλo )+ρ T
yo
− (ao + ρ)
e
−
1
e−(ao +ρ)T
ao (1 − δoλo ) + ρ yxoo
xo
 


.
ℏ(T ) =
 λo 
λo
− ao (1−δoλo )+ρ T
yo
yo
−(ao +ρ)T
−
e
−
1
e
xo
xo
The density function of the probability distribution of moving times
T is given by ℏ(T )κ(T ), and hence the expected
R
moving time is the integral under the survival function, Tmo = T∞=0 κ(T )dT . In the cross-section of households at a
point in time, the
distribution of time spent in the same property has density function κ(T )/Tmo , and the implied average
R
hazard rate is T∞=0 ℏ(T )(κ(T )/Tmo )dT = 1/Tmo = no + ρ.

A.4

Calibration targets

In Toronto, the land transfer tax is the main transaction cost paid by buyers of property. The effective LTT rate is 1.5%
in the pre-policy period (January 2006–January 2008), so τh = τk = 0.015. The parameters of the model are chosen
to match the City of Toronto housing market in the pre-policy period. The average sale price reported in Table A.1 is
$402, 000 during this period.

Non-tax transaction costs in the ownership market Apart from the land transfer tax, buyers may pay a home
inspection cost of about $500, but this is very small relative to the average house price. So it is assumed buyers do not
pay any transaction costs other than the LTT, that is, Ch = Ck = 0.
From the side of sellers of property, the primary cost is the real-estate agent commission. Using Multiple Listing
Service sales data, the average commission rate is about 4.5% of price. There are some other costs such as legal fees
of around $1,000, but these are negligible in comparison. Sellers may sometimes spend roughly $2,500 on staging, but
in some cases the seller’s agent covers this expense as part of their commission, so not all sellers pay for staging out of
their own pocket. Thus, Cu is set to be 4.5% of the average house price.

Maintenance costs The maintenance cost M as a homeowner is set so that it is 2.6% of the average property price.
This cost is made up of a 2% maintenance cost and a 0.6% property tax in Toronto. The extra maintenance cost of being
a landlord, Ml , is set to be 8% of average rent. This cost includes two parts: approximately 5–7% that the landlord uses
to hire a property manager, and approximately 1% that the landlord uses to pay for services such as taking out garbage,
shovelling snow, and salting the walkways.

Transaction costs in the rental market In Toronto, landlords typically pay one month’s rent to real-estate agents
to lease their properties. So Cl is set to be 1/12 of average annual rent. Tenants in Toronto do not typically pay a
monetary transaction cost when renting a property, so the tenancy fee Π is set to zero.

Flows within each housing market Flows in the two housing markets are related to the average time between
moves, times on the market, and viewings per sale and lease. Information on time-to-move, time-to-sell, and time-tolease is derived from Toronto MLS data on sales and rental transactions during the pre-policy period. Estimates of the
moving hazard function imply that homeowners move after Tmo = 9.25 years on average The average duration of stay for
a tenant is 1,109 days, so Tml = 3.04 years. Average time-to-sell for homeowners is 30.5 days and average time-to-rent
is 18.7 days. During this period, the fraction of withdrawals from for-sale listings is 48% and from for-lease listings
is 22%. In light of these withdrawal, the targets are Tso = (30.5/365)/(1 − 0.48) and Tsl = (18.7/365)/(1 − 0.22).
This adjustment is made because time on the market in the data is calculated from the final successful listing without
accounting for earlier unsuccessful attempts, so true time on the market is longer.
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Data on buyers’ time on the market and viewings per sale and per lease are not available for Toronto. Using the
‘Profile of Buyers and Sellers’ survey collected by NAR in the United States, Genesove and Han (2012) report that
for the period 2006–2009, the ratio of average time-to-buy to average time-to-sell is 1.28, and the average number of
homes viewed by buyers is 10.7. Using this information, the targets used are Tbo = 1.28 × Tso and νo = 10.7/(1 − 0.48),
where the latter adjusts viewings per sale to account for the withdrawal rate seen in Toronto. The idea is that viewings
of properties that have been withdrawn from the market are not counted, so actual viewings are larger than reported
viewings in the final successful listing. There is no data on the number of properties that renters view on average.
According to an industry expert, renters view fewer properties than buyers, so the target adopted is half the number of
viewings per sale (νl = νo /2).

Flow search costs There are no direct estimates of the flow costs of searching Fh , Fk , and Fw . The approach taken here
is to base an estimate of search costs on the opportunity cost of time spent searching. More specifically, for buyers in the
ownership market (the same for home-buyers and investors), assume one property viewing entails the loss of half a day’s
income, so the value of Fh = Fk can be calibrated by adding up the costs of making the expected number of viewings.
With viewings per sale equal to the average number of viewings made by a buyer, the total search cost is equated
to 0.5 × νo × (Y /365), where Y denotes average annual income. Thus, the calibration sets Tbo Fh = 0.5νoY /365, and
dividing both sides by PTbo implies Fh /P = 0.5 × (1/365)(Y /P)(νo /Tbo ). Taking the median household-level income
from Statistics Canada implies a price-to-income ratio of P/Y = 5.6 in Toronto in 2007. Given the value of νo /Tbo , the
implied buyer’s flow search cost, Fh = Fk , is 3.1% of the average house price.
The same logic is applied to the flow search costs of tenants in the rental market, where it is assumed that viewing a
rental property takes half the time needed to view a property to buy. Thus, the ratio of tenants’ and home-buyers’ flow
search costs Fw /Fh is set to 0.5 × (νl /νo ) × (Tbo /Tbl ).

Household tenure and entry of investors Based on the 2006 City of Toronto Profile Report, the homeownership
rate is h = 54%, the average age of homeowners is 53.3, and the average age of tenants is 45.0. Hence the target for
the difference between the average ages of homeowners and renters is α = 8.3. There is no survey that specifically
captures the proportion of first-time buyers in Toronto. The Canadian Association of Accredited Mortgage Professionals
(now called Mortgage Professionals Canada) undertook a survey in 2015 finding that the fraction is as high as 45% of
purchases, which is consistent with the 44% found in the 2018 Canadian Household Survey for the Greater Toronto
Area. On the other hand, data from the Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation suggests the fraction of first-time
buyers is about a third. Based on this information, the calibration target is φ = 0.4.
Using Toronto MLS data on sales and rental transactions, the fraction of purchases by buy-to-rent investors is 5.4%
during the pre-policy period, so κ = 0.054. The price-to-rent ratio for the same property is 14.5 in 2007, and the ratio of
average prices paid by investors to prices paid by home-buyers is 0.99. Hence, Pk /R = 14.5 and Pk /P = 0.99 are used
as targets.

Mortgage costs The credit cost χ of becoming a homeowner is computed from a comparison of the mortgage rate rc
the household would face relative to the risk-free interest rate r f on government bonds. The interest rates rc and r f are
real interest rates. There is a spread between them due to unmodelled financial frictions. The risk-free real rate r f used to
discount future cashflows need not be the same as the discount rate r applied to future utility flows from owning property
(allowing for an unmodelled housing risk premium between r and r f ). Assume all these interest rates are expected to
remain constant over the mortgage term.
Suppose a household buys a property at price P at date t = 0 by taking out a mortgage with loan-to-value ratio
ℓ. Assume the mortgage has term Tc and a constant real repayment I over its term. Let D(t) denote the outstanding
mortgage balance at date t, which has initial condition D(0) = ℓP and terminal condition D(Tc ) = 0. The mortgage
balance evolves over time according to the differential equation:
d(e−rc t D(t))
= −Ie−rc t .
dt
Solving this differential equation using the initial condition D(0) = ℓP implies:
I
D(t) = erc t ℓP − (erc t − 1) .
rc
Ḋ(t) = rc D(t) − I

and hence

The terminal condition D(Tc ) = 0 requires that the constant real repayment I satisfies:
I=

rc ℓP
.
1 − e−rc Tc
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In the model, homeowners exit at rate ρ, in which case it is assumed they repay their mortgage in full (using the proceeds
from selling their property). Hence, there is a probability e−ρt that the date-t repayment I will be made, and a probability
ρe−ρt that the whole balance D(t) is repaid at date t. The credit cost χ is the present value of the expected stream of
repayments discounted at rate r f minus the amount borrowed (which would equal the present value of the repayments if
rc = r f in the absence of credit-market imperfections):
Z Tc

χ=

e−r f t e−ρt Idt +

t=0

Z Tc

e−r f t e−ρt ρD(t)dt − ℓP .

t=0

To derive an explicit formula for χ, first observe that
Z Tc
t=0

e−r f t e−ρt dt =

1 − e−(r f +ρ)Tc
rf +ρ

Z Tc

and

e−r f t e−ρt erc t dt =

t=0

1 − e−(r f +ρ−rc )Tc
.
r f + ρ − rc

Together with the formulas for D(t) and I, the credit cost can thus be written as follows:




I
ρ
ℓP
−
I + ρI
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(1 − e−(r f +ρ)Tc ) +
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(r f + ρ − rc )
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1−e
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− 1 ℓP
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ρ(r f +ρ) −rc Tc
−(r f +ρ)Tc
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(e
−
e
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−
(r
+
ρ)(1
−
e
(rc + ρ)(1 − e−(r f +ρ)Tc ) − r f +ρ−r
f
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(r f + ρ)(1 − e−rc Tc )


ρ(r +ρ)−(rc +ρ)(r f +ρ−rc ) −(r f +ρ)Tc
(r f +ρ)(r f +ρ−rc )−ρ(r f +ρ) −rc Tc
(rc − r f ) + f
e
−
e
ℓP
r f +ρ−rc
r f +ρ−rc
=
,
−r
T
(r f + ρ)(1 − e c c )
and dividing both sides by price P and simplifying:


(rc − r f )ℓ
rf +ρ
χ
rc
−(r f +ρ)Tc
−rc Tc
= 1+
e
−
e
.
P
r f + ρ − rc
r f + ρ − rc
(r f + ρ)(1 − e−rc Tc )
This equation is used to determine calibration targets for the marginal credit cost Z relative to the average property price
P, and for the marginal credit cost Z relative to the average credit cost χ̄ conditional on becoming a homeowner.
A mortgage term of 25 years (Tc = 25) and an average loan-to-value ratio of 80% (ℓ = 0.8) are assumed. Focusing
on interest rates fixed for five years as a typical mortgage product, the 5-year conventional mortgage rate from Statistics
Canada was 7.07% in 2007. Given an inflation rate of 2.14%, the implied real mortgage rate is set to 4.93% for an
average homeowner. Information on mortgage spreads is then used to compute credit costs for a marginal buyer. Based
on micro-level mortgage data from the Bank of Canada, the average contract mortgage rate during 2017–2018 was
around 3.11%. Borrowers with low credit scores who did not qualify for loans from major banks could obtain mortgages
from trust companies or private lenders at mortgage rates of around 6.15%. Hence, a mortgage spread of 3% is assumed,
implying the real mortgage rate for the marginal buyer is 7.93%. Since the average mortgage cost is based on 5-year
fixed rates, the equivalent risk-free rate is derived from 5-year government bonds. These had a yield of 4% in 2007, so
the real risk-free rate is set to 1.86%.
In summary, z = Z/P is derived from the formula for χ/P using Tc = 25, ℓ = 0.8, r f = 1.86%, rc = 7.93% (marginal),
and the value of ρ obtained from the calibration method. The target for Z/χ̄ is derived by taking the ratio of χ/P for
rc = 7.93% (marginal) and r̄c = 4.93% (mean), with the other terms the same.

A.5

Calibration method

This section describes how to find the set of parameters exactly matching the calibration targets.

Fraction of investors among buyers Combining equation (18) and the formula for νo from section 3.7, the fraction
of purchases made by investors is κ = ξ νo , where ξ is the fraction of investors among buyers (see 1) and νo is average
viewings per sale. Given empirical targets for κ and νo , the required fraction ξ is
κ
ξ=
.
(A.66)
νo
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Transaction probabilities and selling and letting rates Using the formulas for νo , νl , Tso , and Tsl from section 3.7 and the value of ξ from (A.66), the targets for νo , νl , Tso , Tsl give the values of:
πo =

νo−1 − ξ
1−ξ

,

πl =

1
νl

and

so =

1
Tso

,

sl =

1
.
Tsl

(A.67)

Uses of the housing stock The formulas for Tso , Tsl , Tmo , and Tml from section 3.7 and equations (A.57) and
(A.62) imply uo = (Tso /((1 − κ)Tmo ))ho and ul = (Tsl /Tml )hl . The homeownership rate h defined in section 3.7 satisfies
ho + (1 − κ)uo = ψh, and substituting for uo in terms of ho yields (1 + Tso /Tmo )ho = ψh. This can be solved for ho
in terms of targets for h, ψ, and the time to move and time on the market. Similarly, by substituting for ul , hl + ul =
(1 + Tsl /Tml )hl , and (11) implies hl + ul = 1 − (ho + uo ). Putting these equations together yields ho , uo , hl , and ul :
ho =

ψh
so
1 + TTmo

,

uo =

Tso
ho
(1 − κ)Tmo

,

hl =

1 − (ho + uo )
1+

Tsl
Tml

,

ul =

Tsl
hl .
Tml

(A.68)

Exit rate of investors Using equation (A.56), so uo = (no + ρ)ho + ρl (hl + ul ), and solving for ρl yields ρl = (so uo −
(no + ρ)ho )/(hl + ul ). With (1 − κ)so uo = (no + ρ)ho from (A.57), it follows that:
κso uo
,
ρl =
hl + ul
which can be calculated using (A.67) and (A.68).

(A.69)

Market tightness Using equation (19) and the formulas for Tso and Tbo in section 3.7, it follows that Tbo = θo Tso , so
θo can be deduced from targets for Tbo and Tso . The definitions in (1) imply that bh = (1 − ξ )θo uo and bl = θl ul , and
hence equation (12) can be solved for θl by substituting for bo and bl :
Tbo
ψ − ho − hl − (1 − ξ )θo uo
, θl =
, and Tbl = θl Tsl ,
(A.70)
Tso
ul
where the final equation gives the value of Tbl using (19), θl , and Tsl , which cannot be chosen freely given the other
targets. With these variables known, the viewing rates for home-buyers and renters follow from the formulas given in
section 3.7:


νo
νl
1−ξ
qo =
, ql =
, and Tbh =
Tbo ,
(A.71)
Tbo
Tbl
1−κ
θo =

where the final equation is the time-to-buy Tbh from section 3.7 for home-buyers implied by the other targets using (18).

Transitions to homeownership Let φ denote the fraction of first-time buyers among home-buyers. Using the law
of motion for home-buyers (16), the value of φ in a steady state with ḃh = 0 is
φ=

(γnl hl + ρψ)Gm (Z)
(qo πo + ρ)bh − no ho
=
.
no ho + (γnl hl + ρψ)Gm (Z)
(qo πo + ρ)bh

This can be calculated from the ratio of inflows of buyers because all home-buyers transact at the same rate conditional
on entering the stock bh . The second expression for φ follows because bh is a steady state. In steady state, (A.56) implies
(no + ρ)ho = (1 − κ)so uo , and (1), (18), and (19) imply (1 − κ)so uo = qo πo bh . Dividing numerator and denominator of
the expression for φ by ho and substituting qo πo bh /ho = no + ρ:


1 + qoρπo (no + ρ) − no

φ= 
.
1 + qoρπo (no + ρ)
Rearranging yields the formula for φ in footnote 27, and this can be written in terms of the time to move Tmo and
home-buyers’ time on the market Tbh using the expressions from section 3.7:


bh
ρ 1 + TTmo
φ= 1
.
Tbh
Tmo + ρ Tmo
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This can be rearranged to give the value of ρ in terms of φ and other known targets, and with this, the implied value of
no can also be found from no = (1/Tmo ) − ρ:
ρ=

φ
,
Tmo + (1 − φ )Tbh

and no =

(1 − φ )(Tmo + Tbh )
.
Tmo (Tmo + (1 − φ )Tbh )

(A.72)

−1
Taking the value of ρ from (A.72) and using the formula for Tml yields nl = Tml
− ρ, and it can be checked whether this
is positive. With (34) and ρl from (A.69), the parameter al = nl − ρl is obtained immediately.
Let gho , ghl , gbh , and gbl be the average ages of the household heads of those in ho , hl , bh , and bl , and gh and gl the
average ages of those in ho + bh and hl + bl . The calibration target for the difference in the average ages of homeowners
and renters is α = gh − gl . Furthermore, let ge and g f denote the average age of new entrants to the city and first-time
buyers respectively. Taking the group in ho + bh , exit occurs at rate ρ with first-time buyers of measure ρ(ho + bh )
arriving in steady state. The differential equation for the average age is thus ġh = 1 − ρgh + ρg f . A steady-state age
distribution therefore has gh = g f + ρ −1 . It is convenient to consider all average ages relative to average age at first entry
to the city, which are denoted by αh = gh − ge , αl = gl − ge , and similarly for the other groups. The definition of α and
the average homeowner versus first-time buyer age difference imply:

α = αh − αl ,

and

αh = α f + ρ −1 .

(A.73)

Now consider the group hl . There is exit at rate nl + ρ and entry ql πl bl /hl = (nl + ρ) from bl as a proportion of the
group hl (see A.62 with ql πl bl = sl ul ), where the average age at entry is gbl . Thus, 1 = (nl + ρ)(ghl − gbl ) and hence:
αhl = αbl + (nl + ρ)−1 .

(A.74)

Since gl = (hl /(hl + bl ))ghl + (bl /(hl + bl ))gbl by definition, it follows that ghl − gl = (bl /(hl + bl ))(ghl − gbl ), and by
using (A.74) and the formula for Tml from section 3.7:
αhl = αl +

bl
Tml .
hl + bl

(A.75)

For the group bl , given (A.65), there are outflows at rate ql πl + ρ, and inflows of proportion ρψ(1 − Gm (Z))/bl from
outside the city (average age ge ) and of proportion (1 − γGm (Z))nl hl /bl from hl (average age ghl ), hence:
1+

ρψ(1 − Gm (Z))
nl (1 − γGm (Z))hl
ge +
ghl = (ql πl + ρ)gbl .
bl
bl

Using ρψ(1−Gm (Z)) = (ql πl +ρ)bl −(1−γGm (Z))nl hl from (A.65), this equation becomes bl = (1−γGm (Z))nl hl αhl =
(ql πl + ρ)bl αbl . Substituting (A.74) and using (A.65) again leads to ρψ(1 − Gm (Z))αhl = bl + (ql πl + ρ)bl Tml . With
θl = bl /ul , sl = θl ql πl , and sl ul = hl /Tml from (A.61), it follows that (ql πl + ρ)bl Tml = (hl /Tml )Tml + ρbl Tml =
hl + ρbl Tml , and by putting these equations together:
αhl =

(hl + bl ) + ρbl Tml
.
ρψ(1 − Gm (Z))

(A.76)

Finally, consider the ages of first-time buyers. Using (16), a fraction γnl hl Gm (Z)/((γnl hl + ρψ)Gm (Z)) come from hl ,
and a fraction ρψGm (Z)/((γnl hl + ρψ)Gm (Z)) are new entrants to the city. Therefore, g f = (γnl hl /(γnl hl + ρψ))ghl +
(ρψ/(γnl hl + ρψ))ge , which can be written as:
α f = αhl −

ρψ
(hl + bl ) + ρbl Tml
αhl = αhl −
,
γnl hl + ρψ
(γnl hl + ρψ)(1 − Gm (Z))

(A.77)

where the second expression substitutes from (A.76). Using (A.61) and (A.65) again to write (γnl hl +ρψ)(1−Gm (Z)) =
(ql πl + ρ)bl − (1 − γ)nl hl = sl ul + ρbl − nl (1 − γ)hl = (nl + ρ)hl + ρbl − (1 − γ)nl hl = ρ(hl + bl ) + γnl hl . Substituting
this and (A.75) into (A.77):
Tml
1 + ρ TTbl+T
bl Tml
(hl + bl ) + ρbl Tml
Tbl Tml
ml
bl
−
= αl +
−
α f = αl +
,
hl + bl ρ(hl + bl ) + γnl hl
Tml + Tbl ρ + γnl Tml
T +T
ml

(A.78)

bl

where the second expression makes use of (A.68) and (A.70). Combining this formula with the two equations in (A.73)
and simplifying yields the difference in average ages:
!


1
1
Tml Tbl
α = 1+ρ
−
.
Tml + Tbl
ρ ρ + γnl Tml
Tml +Tbl

This is confirms the expression for α in footnote 27 with reference to the formulas given in section 3.7. Since ρ is known
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from earlier, this can be rearranged to give an equation for γ in terms of the targets:
γ=

αρ 2 (Tml + Tbl )2
.
((1 − αρ)(Tml + Tbl ) + ρTbl Tml ) nl Tml

(A.79)

Furthermore, the targets pin down the value of Gm (Z). Since (γnl hl + ρψ)(1 − Gm (Z)) = ρ(hl + bl ) + γnl hl as shown
above, the value of Gm (Z) must satisfy:
Gm (Z) =

ρψ − ρ(hl + bl )
,
γnl hl + ρψ

(A.80)

and all the terms in this expression are known.

Discount rate and bargaining powers The methodology here is to search over values of the discount rate r to
solve one equation. Conditional on r, the bargaining powers ωo , ωk , and ωl can be found as follows.
Dividing both sides of the price equation (A.46) by P and rearranging yields:
(1 − cu )r + m − θo qo ξ
ωo∗ Σo
=
πo P
r + θo qo (1 − ξ )πo

ωk∗ Σk
P

,

(A.81)

where cu = Cu /P and m = M/P are known targets. Using equations (A.46) and (A.53), it follows that P − Pk =
(ωo∗ Σo /πo ) − ωk∗ Σk , and hence pk = Pk /P satisfies the following equation:
1 − pk =

ωo∗ Σo ωk∗ Σk
−
,
πo P
P

ωk∗ Σk
fkh fh ωk∗
,
=
P
qo 1 − ωk∗

with

(A.82)

where the expression for ωk∗ Σk /P comes from (43) and the definitions of the targets fh = Fh /P and fkh = Fk /Fh . Substituting for ωo∗ Σo /(πo P) from (A.81) in the first equation of (A.82) implies (r + θo qo (ξ + (1 − ξ )πo ))(ωk∗ Σk /P) =
(1 − cu )r + m + (pk − 1)(r + θo qo (1 − ξ )πo ), and then using the second part of (A.82):
ωk∗
qo (1 − cu )r + m + (pk − 1)(r + θo qo (1 − ξ )πo )
=
.
∗
1 − ωk
fkh fh
r + θo qo (ξ + (1 − ξ )πo )

(A.83)

This can be calculated using r, the targets, and other variables known so far. Since (40) implies ωk∗ /(1 − ωk∗ ) = (ωk /(1 −
ωk ))/(1 + τk ), the implied seller bargaining power when facing an investor is ωk = (ωk∗ /(1 − ωk∗ ))/((1/(1 + τk )) +
(ωk∗ /(1 − ωk∗ ))).
Using equation (36) for the equilibrium tenancy fee Π and the definition of the target cwl = Π /Cl , it follows that the
sum of the rental transaction costs Cl +Cw is


1 − cwl
Cl +Cw =
Cl .
(A.84)
ωl
Dividing both sides of the rent equation (A.50) by R, substituting for Cl +Cw using the equation above, and rearranging
yields:
−1
1 − ml − (r + Tml
)(1 − cwl )cl
ωl Σl
1 − ml − (r + nl + ρ)(1 − cwl )cl
=
=
,
−1
πl R
r + nl + ρ + θl ql πl
r + Tml + Tsl−1

(A.85)

where ml = Ml /R and cl = Cl /R are known targets, and the second equation uses Tml = 1/(no + ρ) and Tsl = 1/sl =
1/(θl ql πl ). The value function of a new entrant to the city is Be = (1 − Gm (Z))Bl + Gm (Z)(Bo − χ̄), which can be written
as Be = Bl + Gm (Z)(Z − χ̄) using equation (14) for the threshold cost Z. Solving equation (A.47) for the renter value
function Bl , substituting into the equation for Be and dividing both sides by P:



pk
1−ωl
ωl Σl




ql Σl
Fw
− fwh fh
(1 − ωl ) P − P
pr Tsl
πl R
ωl
χ̄ Z
χ̄
Be
=
+ Gm (Z) 1 −
=
+ Gm (Z) 1 −
z,
P
r+ρ
Z P
r+ρ
Z
which is stated in terms of targets pk = Pk /P, pr = Pk /R, fwh = Fw /Fh , and z = Z/P. Letting be = Be /P denote the target
for entrants’ payoff, this equation can be solved for ωl /(1 − ωl ) as follows:


pk
ωl Σl
pr Tsl
πl R
ωl
 

.
=
(A.86)
1 − ωl
f f − (r + ρ) z 1 − χ̄ G (Z) − b
wh h

Z

m

e

This can be calculated using r, the targets, and the known value of ωl Σl /(πl R) from (A.85). The bargaining power of a
landlord is thus ωl = (ωl /(1 − ωl ))/(1 + ωl /(1 − ωl ))).
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With ωk and ωk∗ known conditional on r, substituting the second equation from (A.82) into (A.81) yields:
ω∗

(1 − cu )r + m − θo ξ fkh fh 1−ωk ∗
ωo∗ Σo
k
=
,
πo P
r + θo qo (1 − ξ )πo

(A.87)

which is known given the targets conditional on r. Dividing the marginal first-time buyer indifference condition (A.52)
by price P yields ((1 − ωo∗ )/ωo∗ )qo πo (ωo∗ Σo /(πo P)) = ((1 − ωl )/ωl )(ql πl pk /pr )(ωl Σl /(πl R)) + (r + ρ)z + fh − fwh fh .
Noting that (1 − ωo∗ )/ωo∗ = (1 + τh )(1 − ωo )/ωo from (27) and Tbl = 1/(ql πl ), this equation can be solved for ωo /(1 −
ωo ):


(1+τh ) ωo∗ Σo
T
πo P
ωo

  bh
.
(A.88)
=
pk
1−ωl
ωl Σl
1 − ωo
+ (r + ρ)z + (1 − f ) f
pr Tbl

ωl

wh

πl R

h

This expression can be evaluated using (A.85), (A.86), and (A.87). Hence, sellers’ bargaining power when faced with a
home-buyer is given by ωo = (ωo /(1 − ωo ))/(1 + (ωo /(1 − ωo ))).
Next, taking the free entry condition (A.51) and dividing both sides by P:

 ∗ 

 
 ∗ 

ωk Σk
ρl 
ωo Σ o
θl ql πl pk ωl Σl
θo qo (1 − ξ )πo
= 1 + τk 1 +
+ξ
pr
πl R
r
πo P
P



Σk
ρl 
m,
+ (r + ρ) (1 + τk )cu + ck pk + (1 + τk ωk∗ )
− τk 1 +
P
r
noting the definition ck = Ck /Pk . Substituting for Σk /P using (A.82) and solving for the price-rent ratio pr :

 

ωl Σl
ω ∗ Σo
ρl 
θo qo (1 − ξ )πo o + (r + ρ) ((1 + τk )cu + ck pk )
pr = pk θl ql πl
1 + τk 1 +
πl R
r
πo P
!−1





fkh fh
ρl  θo qo ξ ωk
ρl 
m
, (A.89)
− τk 1 +
+ r + ρ + 1 + τk 1 +
r
1 + τk
(1 − ωk )qo
r
which uses ωk∗ /(1 − ωk∗ ) = (ωk /(1 − ωk ))/(1 + τk ) and (1 + τk ωk∗ )/ωk∗ = (1 + τk )/ωk . The formula for pr depends on
known calibration targets and r, and as pr is itself a target, equation (A.89) can be solved numerically to determine the
discount rate r.

Meeting functions With ωo and ωl known, the meeting function elasticities ηo and ηl are derived from the calibration targets for ωo /ηo and ωl /ηl . Since market tightnesses θo and θl are determined in (A.70) and the viewing rates in
(A.71), the meeting function productivity parameters Ao and Al are those satisfying (24):
Ao = qo θoηo

and

η

Al = ql θl k .

Ownership-market match-quality distribution and idiosyncratic shocks A new variable βo is introduced at
this stage, which is defined as follows in terms of other parameters and endogenous variables:
 λo
λo ao δoλo xyoo

.
βo =
ρ + ao 1 − δoλo

(A.90)

Suppose for now there is a target value of βo alongside the other targets. At the final stage of the calibration, the
econometric evidence on the response β of moving rates to the LTT change is used to determine βo .
There is a numerical procedure to determine the arrival rate ao of idiosyncratic shocks. The formula in footnote 26
implies the steady-state moving rate no can be written in terms of ao , λo , ρ and βo from (A.90):
no =

ao − ρ λβoo
1 + βλoo

.

Conditional on a value of ao , the value of λo is found by solving this equation:
λo =

(no + ρ)βo
,
ao − no

(A.91)
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using the provisional target for βo and the values of ρ and no from (A.72). Next, take equation (A.44) and divide both
sides by P. By making use of the second equation in (A.82):


ωk∗
xo
(1 − ωo∗ + (1 − ξ )ωo∗ θo )qo πo ωo∗ Σo
+
=
ξ θo fkh fh − fh .
(A.92)
P
ωo∗
πo P
(1 − ωk∗ )
Similarly, dividing both sides of (A.43) by P:


ωk∗
yo
xo
τh
ωo∗ Σo
= + (r + ρ + ao )
(1 − ξ )θo qo πo
+ ξ θo fkh fh
P
P
r
πo P
(1 − ωk∗ )
m
+ ch + (1 + τh )cu − τh
r

!
, (A.93)

where (A.82) has been used again. Together, (A.92) and (A.93) give yo /xo = (yo /P)/(xo /P) in terms of ao and the
calibration targets. With λo from (A.91) and yo /xo , equation (A.90) can be rearranged to solve for the idiosyncratic
shock size parameter δo :
1
 

λo
ρ
β
1
+
o
ao


δo = 
 λo  .
βo + λo yxoo
With the target for P and yo /P known from (A.93), the value of yo = (yo /P)P is deduced. Using πo = (ζo /yo )λo from
1/λ
(30), it follows that ζo = yo πo o , so ζo is known given yo , λo , and πo from (A.67). While both payoffs and costs can
be scaled without loss of generality, the target for P provides a normalization that determines ζo . The cost parameters
Ch = ch P, Cu = cu P, Ck = ck pk P, Fh = fh P, Fk = fkh Fh , and M = mP follow immediately from P and the other targets.
The value of P together with (A.92) determines xo . Furthermore, Σo follows from the known value of ωo∗ Σo /(πo P)
in (A.87) and ωo∗ and πo . Since these variables are all computed conditional on a conjectured value of ao , the value of ao
is verified by a numerical search to check whether the equation for Σo in (A.45) holds. The requirement δo yo < xo can
also be verified at this stage.

Distribution of credit costs The value of Gm (Z) has already been determined in (A.80). Using (26), the marginal
credit cost Z and the parameters µ and σ of the probability distribution satisfy:
log Z − µ
= Φ−1 (Gm (Z)) .
σ
Using (26) to obtain an equation for log χ̄ and subtracting this from log Z = µ + σ Φ−1 (Gm (Z)):
 

Z
σ2
,
log
= log Gm (Z) − log Φ Φ−1 (Gm (Z)) − σ + σ Φ−1 (Gm (Z)) −
χ̄
2
noting that µ cancels out. Using the known value of Gm (Z) and the target for Z/χ̄, this equation can be solved numerically to find the standard deviation parameter σ . Note that Z = zP using the known value of P and the target for z = Z/P.
Together with σ solving the equation above, the value of the mean parameter is µ = log Z − σ Φ−1 (Gm (Z)). The implied
value of χ̄ follows from Z and the target Z/χ̄.

Rental-market parameters Given P, the target for pk determines the price paid by investors Pk = pk P, and the
target for pr determines the average rent R = Pk /pr . The targets for ml , cl , and cw then imply values of the cost
parameters Ml = ml R, and Cl = cl R. The target for fwh gives Fw = fwh Fh using the value of Fh obtained earlier. Using
(A.84), Cw = ((1 − cwl )/ωl − 1)Cl , which can be calculated using the target cwl and the known values of ωl and Cl .
With πl known from (A.67), the value of Σl can be deduced from (A.87) using the values of R and ωl . Equation
(A.49) then implies yl = Ml − Fw + (r + nl + ρ)(Cl +Cw ) − γnl G(Z)(Z − χ̄) + (1 − ωl + ωl θl )ql Σl . Since πl = (ζl /yl )λl
from (38), equation (A.28) can be rearranged to solve for λl in terms of yl , πl , and Σl :
πl yl
λl = 1 +
.
(r + ρ + nl )Σl
Knowing λl allows the rental-market minimum new match quality parameter to be deduced from the equation for πl as
1/λ
ζl = yl πl l .
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Response of the moving rate to the land transfer tax Conditional on a value of βo from (A.90), all the other
targets have been matched. A numerical search over βo values is then used to match the model’s predicted response of
the moving rate to the land transfer tax with the econometric estimate of this β .
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